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ABSTRACT

A chronic inflammatory disease that results from ineffective fluid
uptake in peripheral tissues and affects mainly the lower limbs,
lymphedema is either primary when caused by genetic mutations, or
secondary when it develops following injury, infection or surgery.
The genetic tests for the diagnosis of lymphedema have poor efficacy,
and specific treatments targeting the molecular pathways involved in
its pathogenesis are lacking. Thus, we investigated the genetic
variants distribution in a cohort of patients with lymphedema, and
designed a molecular pathway diagram that comprises the genes
involved in the onset of lymphedema. Finally, we considered the
effects of hydroxytyrosol, a polyphenol extracted from olive trees
with anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial and antioxidant properties, on
the identified molecular pathways. Although further investigations
are needed to confirm the efficacy of hydroxytyrosol in treating
lymphedema, this preliminary study addresses this natural compound
as a promising therapeutic molecule.

Keywords: lymphedema, genetic variants, PI3K/AKT, RAS/
MAPK, Rho/ROCK, hydroxytyrosol

INTRODUCTION

Lymphedema is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by
abnormal accumulation of lymph in interstitial fluids caused by
ineffective fluid uptake by peripheral lymphatic vessels. Overall,
lymphedema affects 140-250 million people worldwide. It can be
primary, when caused by genetic mutations, or secondary, when it
follows injury, infection or surgery(1, 2). The prevalence of primary

lymphedema is 1/100,000, while the prevalence of secondary
lymphedema is 1/1,000(3, 4). Lymphedema results in debilitating
pain, infections, and lymphatic damage. Lymphedema can be both
unilateral and bilateral, and it usually affects lower and upper limbs,
genitalia, and face(5). Although several genes are now correlated to
syndromic and non-syndromic forms of lymphedema, genetic tests
have still a high percentage, up to 43%, of negative results in
patients clinically diagnosed for primary lymphedema(6). This
disappointing result clearly indicates that further investigations are
needed to identify adequate diagnostic target.(1, 7, 8)

An effective therapy for lymphedema is still missing. Although
symptoms are normally alleviated by massages and elastic bands to
favor lymphatic drainage, a scientifically-based therapeutic
approach targeting the molecular pathways involved in
lymphedema’s pathogenesis is not yet available, which
compromises a resolutive cure for patients(9). A few
pharmacological treatments used to reduce swelling and
inflammation include anti-inflammatory drugs, diuretics, antibiotic
and analgesics, but with poor results. In some cases, surgical
interventions as lymphatic by-pass are required.(10–13)

Hydroxytyrosol (HT), recently proposed for lymphedema
treatment(2) is, along with tyrosol, oleuropein and oleocanthal, one
of the main phenolic compounds in olives and olive oil.(14) HT was
proposed as one of the most important molecules supporting the
beneficial effects of the Mediterranean diet(15–17) and is being studied
as a nutraceutical in many instances.(18, 19) HT has anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant and antimicrobic properties.(2–4) HT inhibits the
synthesis of leukotriene B4 (LTB4), a key molecule in lymphedema
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pathogenesis.(2) LTB4 reduces the expression of pro-angiogenic
factors and reduces the Notch signaling, both important paths for
development and functioning of the lymphatic system. Moreover,
LTB4 promotes the differentiation of T cells in the Th17 phenotype,
which is related to filariasis lymphedema.(5, 13, 20)

The aim of this study is to assess the genetic variants distribution in
a cohort of Italian lymphedema patients. Moreover, we aim to study
the effects of HT on specific molecular pathways involved in
lymphedema pathogenesis. Although few studies have proposed HT
as a treatment for lymphedema, its specific molecular effects have
yet to be clearly understood. This electronic search could be useful
to provide a molecular explanation of HT’s beneficial effects,
supporting its use in lymphedema treatment.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

4.1. Genetic and Data Analysis
Genetic analysis has been conducted as previously reported.(6, 21)
In brief, either peripheral blood or saliva (5 mL) from probands was
used for DNA extraction using a commercial kit (Blood DNA kit
E.N.Z.A., Omega Biotek, Inc. Doraville, GA, USA or Exgene
Clinic SV mini, GeneAll Biotechnology, Seoul, South Korea). PCR
and direct sequencing of amplified fragments were used to analyze
exons coding for the studied genes, and the respective portions of
the intron regions adjacent to the exons.(22) Primer sequences, PCR
reaction conditions, and sequencing conditions are available on
request. All the samples were then analyzed using NGS
Sequencing, and poorly covered target regions were confirmed
using Sanger sequencing.(6)

4.2. Creation of Molecular Pathway Diagrams
Information used in this study is based on literature data. A proposal
for the most important molecular pathways involved in primary
lymphedema has been published recently.(6)We conducted a search
on PubMed (23) and Scopus (24) using the following strings:
(hydroxytyrosol [Text Word]) AND (PI3K/AKT [Text Word] OR
RAS/MAPK[Text Word] OR MAPK[Text Word] OR Rho/
ROCK[Text Word] OR ROCK[Text Word]). Articles with detailed
description of the effects of HT on the activation of one of these
pathways have been included. Moreover, their reference lists were
scanned to possibly include other scientific articles. Finally,
molecular pathway diagrams were created using PathVisio
software.(25)

RESULTS

Genes correlated to lymphedema onset and genetic variants
distribution in a cohort of patients with lymphedema

Table 1 reports the genes correlated with the onset of primary
lymphedema that participate in the PI3K/AKT, RAS/MAPK and
Rho/ROCK pathways. The gene–phenotype relationship, the
molecular pathways in which they are involved and their effect on

the involved pathways are also reported therein. Figure 1, that
reports the genetic variants distribution of the genes reported in
Table 1 referred to the patients presented in(6) shows that CELSR1,
PTPN14 and PIEZO1 are the most represented genes. Of the 147
lymphedema patients analyzed in(6), 71 presented genetic variants
in the genes reported in Table 1.

Figure 1: Genetic variants distribution of the genes reported in
Table 1 referred to the patients presented in(6) (n = 71).

Effect of HT on the molecular pathways involved in primary
lymphedema

Figure 2 shows the molecular pathways in which all the proteins
encoded by the genes reported in Table 1 participate. Proteins
encoded by genes involved in the onset of primary lymphedema
participate in three main molecular pathways: the PI3K/AKT, the
RAS/MAPK and the Rho/ROCK pathway. Several membrane
receptors participate in these signaling, with VEGFR-3 and HGFR
(MET) being the most influent in lymphedema molecular pathways
and thus probably in lymphedema pathogenesis.(6, 33) HT influences
the activation of all the considered molecular pathways.

Figure 2: Molecular pathways involved in primary lymphedema
and hydroxytyrosol effects. The proteins coded by the selected genes
related to primary lymphedema are represented in a somatic cell
and participates in three main pathways: PI3K/AKT (red), RAS/
MAPK (blue), Rho/ROCK (violet). Proteins that are not part of the
three pathways, but that influence their signaling, are represented
in black. Black arrows represent a positive interaction, while red T-
bars represent an inhibition.
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DISCUSSION

This study shows the distribution of genetic variants in a cohort of
Italian lymphedema patients(6). CELSR1, PTPN14 and PIEZO1 are
the most represented genes, being mutated in 21%, 18%, and 13%,
respectively, of the patients with genetic mutation in the genes
reported in Table 1. CELSR1, PTPN14 and PIEZO1, as well as the
other genes reported in Table 1, are involved in the activation of
several molecular pathways that may be involved in lymphedema
pathogenesis, among which the PI3K/AKT, the RAS/MAPK and
the Rho/ROCK pathways(6).

HT and PI3K/AKT pathway

The PI3K/AKT pathway is an essential molecular pathway in many
physiological processes, among which inflammation, cell
proliferation and apoptosis as well in the lymphangiogenesis
process, as mutations in PI3KA and AKT are indeed correlated with
the etiopathogenesis of lymphedema(33,48,49). Several reports
have studied the effect of HT on the PI3K/AKT pathway. A study
by Parra-Perez et al(50) reports that HT inhibits the PI3K/AKT
pathway in leukemia T cells stimulating apoptosis through blockade
of PI3K, which reduces AKT phosphorylation and subsequently
proliferation and survival signals(50). On the other hand, another
study suggests that HT activates the PI3K/AKT pathway as HT
activates the PI3K/AKT pathway in ischemic rat hearts, inhibiting
apoptosis and promoting cells survival(51). Moreover, HT seems to
protect cells from oxidative stress and hypoxia-mediated damages
activating the PI3K/AKT in several cell types, among which
vascular endothelial cells(52–54). Indeed, the PI3K/AKT pathway
have been correlated to heart and brain protection under hypoxic
condition, suggesting being a viable therapeutic target(55–58).
Although new research on lymphatic cells may shed new light on
the effects of HT, these studies support the activation of the PI3K/
AKT pathway by HT.

HT and the RAS/MAPK pathway

The RAS/MAPK pathway controls several physiological processes,
among which cell differentiation, angiogenesis and wound
healing(59). Moreover, it promotes lymphangiogenesis, and
mutations to several genes involved in this pathway correlates with
primary lymphedema onset(60–62). Thus, studying the effect of HT
on the RAS/MAPK pathway activation could be important in
evaluating its potential therapeutic effect in lymphedema. As for the
PI3K/AKT pathway, the evidence on the effect of HT on the RAS/
MAPK pathway is contradictory. Indeed, a study by Parra-Perez et
al(50) demonstrated that HT induces apoptosis in leukemia T cells
and activates the RAS/MAPK pathway, stimulating differentiation
of tumoral cells(50). Other research articles report an activating
effect of HT on the RAS/MAPK pathway, also in vascular
endothelial cells(53,54). On the contrary, a study by Zhang et al.
reports that HT reduces the activation of the RAS/MAPK pathway
in osteoclasts, inhibiting their differentiation(63). As for the PI3K/

AKT pathway, the available research studies sustain that HT
influences the RAS/MAPK pathway, but its precise mechanism of
action is still unknown. Thus, further studies on lymphatic
endothelial cells could be useful to elucidate the effect of HT on the
RAS/MAPK pathway.

HT and Rho/ROCK pathway

The Rho/ROCK pathway was recently proposed to be correlated to
lymphedema pathogenesis(6). Indeed, the Rho/ROCK pathway
controls cell migration and motility, controlling cytoskeleton
remodeling of endothelial cells, and is involved in angiogenesis and
lymphangiogenesis(64–67). Moreover, the Rho/ROCK pathway
controls lymph pumps activation, an important process in
lymphedema pathogenesis(68,69). RhoA activates ROCK, which
in turn promotes myosin light chain phosphorylation, its interaction
with actin, and finally fiber contraction. Rho/ROCK pathway was
also demonstrated to activate the PI3K/AKT and the RAS/MAPK
pathway(70,71). Retrieving scientific literature, only one research
article was found to evaluate the effects of HT on the Rho/ROCK
pathway(72). Indeed, the study by Abate et al. proves that HT can
stimulate endothelial cell migration in vitro increasing the
expression of several proteins, among which ROCK. Moreover, this
study suggests that HT stimulates vascular formation increasing the
expression of VEGFR2 and of proteins related to the PI3K/AKT
pathway(72). Although new studies are needed to confirm that
action of HT on the Rho/ROCK pathway, the beneficial effects of
HT could also be mediated by this molecular pathway.

CONCLUSION

The low efficacy of genetic tests and the absence of targeted
therapies for lymphedema calls for a deeper insight into the
molecular mechanisms underlying this pathology. The analysis of
the most frequent genetic variants in a cohort of 147 lymphedema
patients revealed that CELSR1, PTPN14 and PIEZO1 are the most
frequently altered genes. Such variants appear to affect the PI3K/
AKT, the RAS/MAPK and the Rho/ROCK pathways, that are
therefore proposed of importance in the development of
lymphedema. As HT, a polyphenol from olive trees, is deeply
involved in the regulation of the aforementioned pathways, it is
likely that it may be a valid therapeutical target in the treatment of
this debilitating disease. Further investigations are under way to
verify this hypothesis.
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GENE OMIM GENE-PHENOTYPE RELATIONSHIP REFERENCE PATHWAYS REFERENCE EFFECT

ADAMTS3 605011 Hennekam lymphangiectasia-lymphedema
syndrome 3 618154 VEGFR3 pathway (26) Activation

AKT1 164730 Proteus syndrome, somatic 176920 Ras pathway map04014 Inactivation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

BRAF 164757 Noonan syndrome 7 613706 MAPK pathway map04010 Activation

CBL 165360 Noonan syndrome-like disorder with or
without juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia 613563 Ras pathway (27) Inactivation

CCBE1 612753 Hennekam lymphangiectasia-lymphedema
syndrome 1 235510 VEGFR3 pathway (28) Activation

CELSR1 604523 Lymphatic malformation 9 619319 Planar cell polarity (29) Activation

Rho and cytoskeletal remodelling pathway (30) Activation

EPHB4 600011 Capillary malformation-arteriovenous
malformation 2 618196 Ras pathway (31) Inactivation

Lymphatic malformation 7 617300

FLT4 136352 Lymphatic malformation 1 153100 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

FOXC2 602402 Lymphedema-distichiasis syndrome 153400 Transcription factors (32) Activation

GATA2 137295 Emberger syndrome 614038 Transcription factors (33) Activation

HGF 142409 Primary lymphedema (8) Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

HRAS 190020 Costello syndrome 218040 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

KIF11 148760
Microcephaly with or without
chorioretinopathy, lymphedema,

or mental retardation
152950 PI3K/AKT pathway (34) Activation

KRAS 190070 Noonan syndrome 3 609942 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

LPAR1 602282 Lymphedema (35) PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

LPAR2 605110 Lymphedema (35) PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

LPAR4 300086 Lymphatic vascular development (36) PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

NRP1 602069 Lymphedema (37) Rho and cytoskeletal remodelling pathway (38) Activation

NRP2 602070 Lymphedema (37) Rho and cytoskeletal remodelling pathway (38) Activation

NRAS 164790 Noonan syndrome 6 613224 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

PIEZO1 611184 Lymphatic malformation 6 616843 PI3K/AKT pathway (39) Activation

Lymphatic valve development (40) Activation

PIK3CA 171834 CLAPO syndrome, somatic 613089 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

CLOVE syndrome, somatic 612918 PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

PTPN11 176876 Noonan syndrome 1 163950 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway (41) Activation

PTPN14 603155 Choanal atresia and lymphedema 613611 VEGFR3 pathway (42) Activation

RASA1 139150 Capillary malformation-arteriovenous
malformation 1 608354 Ras pathway map04014 Inactivation

RIT1 609591 Noonan syndrome 8 615355 Ras pathway (43) Activation

S1PR2 605111 Lymphatic vessels contraction (44) Rho and cytoskeletal remodelling pathway (45) Activation

SHOC2 602775 Noonan syndrome-like
with loose anagen hair 1 607721 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

SOS1 182530 Noonan syndrome 4 (1) Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

SOX18 601618 Hypotrichosis-lymphedema-telangiectasia
syndrome 607823 Transcription factors (33) Activation

VANGL2 600533 Lymphedema (46) Rho and cytoskeletal remodelling pathway (47) Activation

VEGFC 601528 Lymphatic malformation 4 615907 Ras pathway map04014 Activation

PI3K/AKT pathway map04151 Activation

Table 1: List of genes involved in lymphedema pathogenesis. Name of the gene, OMIM number, gene-phenotype relationship, relative reference
and inheritance, involved pathway, relative reference and effect on the pathway are reported. References are from OMIM, Kegg, or literature.
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INDEXED IN EXCERPTA MEDICA

ABSTRACT

Precise definition of the volume and/or perimeter of a limb is
essential to understand the evolution of certain pathologies and to
ensure good medical follow-up of the patient. There are many
different methods of measuring volume and perimetry, each with its
own specificities, but none of them being at the same time accurate,
repeatable, reproducible, transportable, fast and easy to use, etc. We
then described most used of the methods and then compare them to a
new one, the PeriKit® (PK), for taking limb measurements, the main
ones being the Water Displacement (WD), Conventional Tape
Measure (CTL), Optoelectronic Scanner (OS), Scanner and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). In order to be able to define which
method is the best to use, we compared and ranked them according
to 13 criteria of use. The WD (gold standard) appears to be outdated;
the PK seems to be the most suitable device for daily measurement.

Keywords: Limb volume, Measurement methods, Volumetry,
Perimetry, PeriKit, Water Displacement, Optoelectronic Scanner.

INTRODUCTION

We have always wanted to quantify the measurements we take as
accurately as possible. For each type of measurement there is a
device (gold standard) that reflects the highest precision we can
achieve; and other devices based on this one, which may be less
precise, but which value other criteria such as ease and time of use,
price, weight and size (and the possibility of moving it),
repeatability/reproducibility, fragility, etc. However, some standards
have never been re-evaluated over time and are outdated in some
respects, no longer optimal for use in everyday medical practice.

Limb measurements can be valuable in a variety of situations:
monitoring lymphoedema (LO) or chronic venous insufficiency
(CVI),(1-3) quantifying amyotrophy or muscle mass gain,(4-5)
observing fat loss,(6) quantifying blood effusion,(7) etc. Lack of

clarity about the correct method of limb measurement is an
important issue due to the increasing prevalence of LO.(8) Patient
self-perception of oedema can be unreliable,(9) requiring accurate
objective methods of perimetry or volumetry.(10)

The current gold standard, the WD, remains an extremely reliable
method. However, its daily use is almost impossible (too bulky,
time consuming, etc.). Accurate quantification of the measurement
can provide informations on the nature, stage and severity of
swelling,(11) objectivise the effectiveness of treatments (rates and
amount of progress), conceive made-to-measure compression
garments,(10) and meet the requirements of health and disability
insurance.(9-10, 12) Taking perimetry and/or volumetry of a limb is an
integral part of the clinical work-up, but seems to be neglected (or
even absent) in practice. It is therefore difficult to compare pre- and
post-treatment volumes and to judge improvements or worsening
compared to previous consultations and the previous assessments,
or even between the beginning and the end of the same session if
we do not measure. “If you do not measure, you can not prove and
if you can not prove, you can not improve” (Joseph Harfouche). It
would be essential to establish a new gold standard of limb volume
measurement.(8)

It is an advantage for the patient in terms of treatment that a volume
and/or a perimetry change is quantified accurately. Multiple studies
have shown that patient compliance and cooperation increases when
patients are aware of their results and improvements.(10, 13-14)

The diagnosis of LO is usually made by using lymphoscintigraphy,
lymphofluoroscopy,(15-16) or by using other devices that measure
volume (direct method) or circumferences (indirect method).(2, 13)
There are many methods, the most commonly used being the WD
and CTL.(3) However, none of them are ideal;(17) none are accurate,
fast and affordable simultaneously.(18) Early detection of LO allows
early treatment.(19) Sometimes the healthy limb is used in
comparison with the ill limb to observe the volume change. A 10%
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or 200 millilitres difference of volume, or a perimeter difference of
2 centimeters can be considered as pathological.(2, 20) It is important
to highlight that Vaughan observed variations of 2.2% ± 2%
between the dominant and non-dominant limb,(21-23) so it’s important
to be as accurate as possible.

Not all methods are interchangeable over time. The method used
varies according to the objectives,(12) diagnosis, prognosis,
monitoring or treatment. To be accurate, nowadays, volume
measurements should be performed on the same patient by using the
same method and with the same operator.

PERIMETRYANDVOLUMETRY INSTRUMENTS

Water volumetry

Gold standard of volumetric measurement of the lower and upper
limb, the WD (Figure 1), based on Archimedes' principle, is the only
method that gives the exact volume of the limb, including the
extremity (hand or foot).(13, 24) Different sizes of reservoirs exist
depending on the limb and its size. Once the volumeter has been
selected and filled with water (at a controlled and constant
temperature), the patient waits until the water surface is stable before
slowly immersing the body segment to be measured. When the tank
is filled, a weir prevents it from overflowing, while the volume of
water displaced by the limb is discharged into an additional
container. The volume of water is then collected and read either by
the scale on the container (in millilitres) or by weighing it (in grams).
(13)

This method is very sensitive but slow,(25) cumbersome and difficult
(especially in the lower limb), if not impossible, to perform in a
paralysed, spastic or postoperative patient,(15, 26) and does not allow
sectorial changes in oedema to be observed.(27) It does not quantify
oedema, but describes its short-term, individual variation.(28) It also
requires staff trained to perform these measurements under good
conditions and strict hygiene measures between 2 consecutive
patients.(12) The presence of a wound is a contraindication to the
measurement. Also, the water used may be lost and spill when the
limb is moved or removed too quickly from the tank.(29)

The University of Paris VI defined the accuracy (0.7%), intra-
observer variability (1.3%) and intraclass correlation index (ICC)
(0.99) of this device for the measurement of the leg.(30) These
excellent results (repeatability of 1.3%) are due, among other things,
to the standardisation (position of the leg, time of measurement and
water temperature) of the measurement.(28) However, this
standardisation remains deficient (variations leading to small
differences in results in different studies) because "there are many
modalities of water volumetry".(12)

A variant called Reverse Volumetry (so-called subtraction method)

was described in 2006.(31) This time the limb is immersed in a
partially filled volumeter and the volume of water is topped up to a
predefined level, before being removed to calculate the volume. It has
high repeatability and reproducibility. Some of the disadvantages of
conventional volumetry would be absent with the inverted variant,
but the disadvantages related to hygiene, contraindications, device
preparation time, and calibration concerns are retained.

A method of "no overflow" volumetry (ValGrado method) is also
mentioned, where the limb to be measured is immersed perpendicular
to the water surface. Care must be taken to ensure that the patient
does not touch the edge of the tank (which would distort the
measurement) and that the limb is as stable as possible. The ICC of
this method is lower and its use would be questionable.(32) However, a
previous study shows better results only for hand volume.(33)

Figure 1: Measurement of the upper limb volume with water
displacement method.(56)

Classical tape measure method

Proposed by many authors to overcome the problems of Water
Volumetry,(12) the CTL (Figure 2) identifies the limb to be measured
as a succession of truncated cones (or cylinders) whose volumes are
established from other measurements (circumferences) previously
determined at regular intervals.(13) To define these circumferences, a
simple, flexible tape measure is most commonly used.

This device can therefore be called a Perimeter rather than a
Volumeter, as it requires the use of a software to automate the
calculation of volumetric values from the perimetry.(13) The
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calculation using the cylinder formula would seem to be more
efficient but would overestimate the values.(34-35) For the arm, the
CTL can only diagnose variations beyond 10% of volume
(compared to the healthy arm).(29)

Simple, inexpensive and relatively quick to use,(12) it measures an
approximate volume for the extremities (hand or foot) usually
excluded from the measurement,(13) hence the composition of
specific and very complex mathematical formulae.(36-37) There are
more or less accurate "figure of eight" measurements for the hand,
ankle and foot.(38-39) Nevertheless, perimetry allows the limb to be
segmented and volume variations to be assessed over small areas.
This method is not suitable for observing diffuse oedema or for
assessing the effectiveness of a treatment alone.(12)

Some authors consider it unreliable, especially in cases of swelling
of the limb, as the CTL is difficult to place correctly,(25) but others
disagree.(12, 40) There are also problems with standardisation of the
methodology: anatomical landmarks, measurement interval, reading
the measurement above or below the interval, number of
measurements taken, width and stiffness of the CTL,(12) obtaining the
same CTL tension (which can alter the circumference by up to 3%).
(17, 22) According to the CCIs described in the literature,(41) tape
measurements are still a relatively reliable and reproducible method
of assessing lower limb circumference, but the placement of markers
on the skin, in order to achieve a more reliable measurement, may
damage the skin and even stigmatise the patient.(10)

Figure 2: Measurement of a thigh with the classic tape measure
method. Photo taken by Maxime Louys and Maxime Mathieu with
the patient’s consent.

Optoelectronic Scanner

The OS (Figure 3) is an infrared system that measures the limb in
three dimensions (3D), except for the hand and foot, to define its
volume, which is calculated electronically. The frame is mobile,
filled with sensors and light emitters, and located above a horizontal
base. Once the limb is placed in the frame, it is moved
longitudinally to record vertical and horizontal diameters based on
circular or elliptical cross-sections; the limb then forms a shadow

(blocking light transmission) on the associated receivers.(9, 29) It is
essential that the limb is placed perpendicular to the sensors so as
not to cause measurement error.(12) It appears difficult to account for
the entire lower limb (especially the upper thigh) because of the leg
abduction required (mobility restrictions) or because of the
thickness of the frame of the device,(42) but the machine is simple
and quick to use, ergonomic, efficient and does not require
calibration. Data collection and analysis is simplified but they are
not widely distributed and not available in most hospitals because of
their high price.(29, 43)

Studies on healthy limbs show a very strong correlation (r=0.97)
between the OS and the WD for the healthy limb, with the results
on the diseased limb also suggesting that this technique can be
applied in a clinical setting.(17) The ICC of the WD is between 0.997
and 0.999;(29) therefore this device is reproducible, but not
interchangeable with others.

Figure 3: Patient in the good position for measurement with the
optoelectronic scanner method (Perometer® 1000M: Pero-System
GmbH, Wupertal, Germany), here the vertical Perometer®.
Photo taken by Maxime Louys and Maxime Mathieu with the
patient’s consent.

PeriKit®

The PK (Figure 4), invented by Harfouche, is a new patented
circumferential measurement device. It consists of 2 main
components: the PeriBase (PB) and the PeriTape (PT). The PB
eliminates positioning errors when taking circumferential
measurements, while the PT is the precision circumference
measuring instrument.

The PB is placed at the root of the limb. It is unrolled along the
length of the limb or the length of the target segment. It provides a
graduated, unstretchable guide line to the wrist or ankle without
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marking the skin. In order to avoid reference errors, the PB requires
the use of a strap, which is locked into a bony marker at the distal
part (e.g. : radial styloid for upper limb and malleolus for the lower
limb) creating a stable and repeatable/reproducible "0" reference
point.(44) Unlike all other studies that claim to use a bony landmarks
but are in fact using a skin landmark overlooking the bone which is,
of course, unsteady and unstable which can give erroneous
reference points when retaking measurements, the PK is the only
device that actually is locked to the bone landmark.(45)

When retaking measurements, the PK has the ability to take exactly
the same reference point thanks to the methodology Harfouche,
unlike other devices. Because of the conical shape of the limb, any
change in the reference point positioning of the measurements can
result in an erroneous circumferential measurement that can reach
several centimetres.

The guide line of the PB is perforated at every centimetre. Allowing
the PT to stick exactly at the place of measurement taking. As the
PB guideline is inextensible, one confirmation point is sufficient to
ensure the accuracy of all reference points taken. It also offers the
possibility of using a skin marker (e.g. mole, scar) as a verification
and confirmation point of its correct positioning. It can be adapted
to all limb, upper and lower, shapes and lengths. With its fixed
reference point, the PB ensures accuracy and reproducibility of
measurement locations.

The PT is the element responsible for taking circumferential
measurements. It rolls around the limb and is attached to the
perforated guide line of the PB by a small pin. The pin ensures that
circumferential measurements are taken at exactly the right
distance, eliminating any errors in positioning the PT when taking
measurements again. The PT uses an isotonic spring to provide the
same tension each time measurements are taken and retaken. The
isotonic spring tension eliminates all errors due to intra- and inter-
observer tension differences, giving it high repeatability.
Reproducibility was proven in 2017 (ICC of 0.99), showing that
97% of measurements have an error of less than 3 millimetres for
circumference.(10)

The PK solves all common and known errors in circumference
measurements. It also allows the measurement of extremities
(fingers and toes). The measurement is quick and corresponds to the
standards described by the social security system. It is affordable
(price) and small (transportable). A mobile application also allows
the calculation of the volumetry and allows to compare the
measurements and adjust the treatment.(10)

Figure 4: Diagrams of the use of Perikit® on the lower limb,(58)
and Measurement of an arm with the PeriKit® (Prototype No.
PKPT7050001: Just A New Health, Hamme-Mille, Belgium).
Photo taken by Maxime Louys and Maxime Mathieu with the
patient’s consent.

Scanner and Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Initially used to quantify oedema after arterial revascularisation,
scanner can also calculate the volume (bone, fat and muscle) of a
limb even in the presence of trophic disorders and with less
radiation than other techniques. The variations in volume are very
small (between 0.1 and 7 millilitres on a leg), making this
examination extremely sensitive. In practice, it is only used in the
search for or when there is doubt about the diagnosis of LO.(12, 53)
It has a key role in the differential diagnosis between LO and
lipoedema.(52)

MRI, on the other hand, is a safe and non-invasive method of
analysing the composition of human tissue and, like scanner, can
differentiate the different pathologies associated with oedema. The
analysis depends on the weighting of the signal (T1 or T2) which
appears "honeycombed" especially in the subcutaneous fascia.(53)
This technique is said to be very reliable and allows early detection
of volume variations.(21)

Other processes

There are a number of other, less described and less used procedures.
For example, the Leg-O-Meter, designed for calf circumference
measurements. It consists of a tape measure attached, always at the
same height, to a stand on which the patient stands. Its ICC is 98.28%
inter-observer. There is a new, automatic version of this device, but
there are no studies on the use of this device at several points.(3, 46-47)
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Devoogdt (2010) describes a new circumferential measurement
method, which is very similar to the retractable Jobst non stretch tape
measure already described in the 1950s by Jobst for taking limb
circumferences. It consists of a 50cm long metal bar with tape
measures installed perpendicularly every 4cm, to which 20g weights
are attached. The metal bar does not follow the curve of the arm,
resulting in very large measurement errors. In addition, the fixation
point at the olecranon adds inaccuracy between measurements as the
skin is particularly mobile at this point.(48)

Also, the Computerized limb evaluation measurement system. This is a
mechanical arm instrumented with optical encoders, which allows the
volume and shape of a limb to be calculated independently of its
position. This method performs cross-sections and then defines the
precise shape and volume of each section slice.(25) Automated
procedures include CAD (computer-aided design) and CAM
(computer-aided manufacturing), which are digitising laser scanners
with uncertain reliability.(34) Other examples include laser
plethysmography (strain gauge or air),(49) tonometry (electronic device)
measuring tissue strength and deformation (indentation) after the
application of a mass to define changes in its composition.(19, 21, 50-51)

CONCLUSION

Volumetric measurements calculated from perimetry are considered
reliable, repeatable and reproducible. Other techniques, whether
experimental, expensive, confidential, not rigorously evaluated or
even the current gold standard, are not or no longer suitable for
daily use. The choice of one technique over another depends on
access to equipment, the operator and the limitations of each
method.(12)

Several points appear to be essential for measuring a limb: using the
right equipment in the right situation, using the right mathematical
formula to go from circumferences to volumes, not only focusing
on the volume but also on the circumferences which give essential
information on the progression/regression of volume. Volume
measurement is not the most suitable for this kind of variability
quantification because even if volume is very similar between
techniques, there is no guarantee that its distribution is also similar.
A volume calculated from circumferences is the best method of
measurement in terms of reliability, cost, time and limitation of use.
(32)

On the basis of these questions, we have formulated a table (Table
1) comparing some equipment for measuring volumetry and/or limb
circumference. We established 13 important criteria found in the
literature and ranked the devices according to a rating system (1
being the best and 5 the worst) for each (non-exhaustive) criterion
that can influence the quality of the measurement. The criteria are
not weighted and some may have more influence than others.

Table 1: Comparison of several devices for measuring the
volumetry and/or circumference of the limb. Ranking system
(from 1: best, to 5: worst) for each criterion (not exhaustive) that
can influence the quality of the measurement. The criteria are not
weighted and some may have more influence than others.

This ranking raises questions: Is the gold standard still relevant in
daily measurement? Although it is undoubtedly still an extremely
reliable method, it is clear that it no longer meets the expectations of
the field. Although it is accurate, all the other criteria to be taken
into account classify it as the least interesting equipment to use
among those compared.

Is the OS the best placed to replace the current gold standard? No,
at least as far as the vertical version of the gold standard is

WD CTL
SCANNER

& IRM
PK

OS (VERTICAL

VERSION)

PRICE 3 1 5 2 4

REPEATABILITY 2 5 1 3 4

REPRODUCIBILITY 3 5 1 2 4

FRAGILITY 4 1 5 2 3

TRANSPORTABILITY 4 1 5 2 3

STORAGE SPACE 4 1 5 2 3

TIME USING 5 3 4 2 1

STIGMA/CONTACT

WITH THE SKIN
5 4 2 3 1

EASY TO USE 5 2 4 1 3

INVASIVE 4 3 4 2 1

HYGIENIC 5 4 1 2 3

ALLOWS YOU TO TAKE

THE CIRCUMFERENCES
5 2 4 1 3

MEASURES THE

ENTIRE LIMB
4 2 1 1 5

TOTAL (POINTS) 53 33 42 25 38

TOTAL (RANKING) 5 2 4 1 3
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concerned, which is very inaccurate for lower limb volume and
more inaccurate than the scanner, MRI and PK in terms of
repeatability. Moreover, the OS values are not interchangeable with
those of the gold standard.(29, 55)

Other criteria include ease of use, accessibility of the measurement
method, speed of use, cost, reliability, whether the method is
invasive or not, whether it is hygienic or not, whether it is suitable
for any limb, etc.(23) Despite the good repeatability/reproducibility, it
is observed that they are poorly ranked because it is important to
take into account a device as a whole.

It appears that the best methods remain those based on perimetry
measurements. The use of PK seems to be more interesting than
CTL because it is a sensitive, accurate and reproducible device that
solves most of the issues in relation with taking measurements.(16) If
we couple this with its other advantages, can it become, with its
standardised methodology, the new gold standard? Is the PK valid
for daily use in LO monitoring? Yes, it meets the main demands
and requirements today : Repeatable, reproducible, transportable,
requiring little storage space, not time consuming, easy to use not
fragile, without contact with the skin, measure the entire limb,
allows you to take the circumferences, hygienic, not invasive, not
expensive…
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INDEXED IN EXCERPTA MEDICA

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Lymphedema commonly develops as a result of
cancer treatments, including surgical removal of lymph nodes.
Research suggests there are as many as 450 to 700 lymph nodes
throughout the body and there is much variation in the reported
ranges per anatomical region. Determining the number nodes to
remove and predicting the possible severity of damage can become
problematic when the range in one area can vary by up to 30. The
purpose of this descriptive study was to investigate more precise
ranges of pelvic lymph nodes within cadaver samples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Quantification of lymph nodes was
performed via cadaver dissection and occurred simultaneous with
PCOM students’ educational dissections. Anatomical landmarks
were used to identify and label lymph nodes in the inguinal, iliac,
sacral, and lumbar regions of 43 cadavers. Statistical analysis was
performed on unpaired (N=43) and paired (N=86) data using Matrix
Laboratories and JMP15 data analysis programs.

RESULTS: Quantitative analysis revealed a power value of 0.733
for the unpaired lumbar region and a value of 0.954 for the
remaining paired regions. Quantification of the number of lymph
nodes per region is presented with average ranges, 95% confidence
interval ranges, mean, and minimum and maximum values.
Furthermore, statistical analysis revealed no correlation between
size and number of nodes, minimal differences in male versus female
cadavers, and no significant (p < .001) difference in left versus right
sides of the body.

CONCLUSIONS: Compared to previous sources for lymph node
quantification, this study demonstrates larger overall ranges, but
presents narrower average ranges. Of the regions investigated, only
the unpaired lumbar region was shown to utilize an insufficient
sample size. Overall, the interpretation of this study’s data may
provide information for various medical professionals regarding
lymph node excision and lymphedema.

Keywords: Lymphatic system, Lymphedema,
Lymphadenectomy, Cadaveric Study, Pelvic Region Anatomy,
Matrix Laboratories, JMP15 data analysis

INTRODUCTION

The lymphatic system is a network of vessels and tissues responsible
for the removal of fluid, waste, and proteins in the interstitium.(1)
This system also provides immunological function by acting as a
transportation medium for immune cells.(1, 2) The lymphatic vessels
deliver antigen presenting cells and engulfed microorganisms to the
lymph nodes in order to initiate an adaptive immunity response
within the body.(3) Unfortunately, the lymphatic system also provides
an avenue for transportation of malignant disease, or metastasis, to
the lymph nodes or other tissues, as well as mechanisms to further
the lymphatic system’s growth around the malignant cells.(4) Cancer
can spread through the lymphatic system when a tumor metastasizes
and the cancer cells travel through lymphatic vessels, affecting
nearby lymph nodes. The first lymph nodes identified via tracer dye
from the primary tumor that drain the cancer site are called sentinel
nodes, and they are often removed during biopsies and tumor
removal surgeries to diagnose a patient’s stage of cancer.(5, 6) For this
very reason, previous studies sought to find optimal ranges for the
number of lymph nodes required to be removed for an accurate
diagnosis of cancer metastasis.(7, 8)

Although there is potential for negative consequences, a
lymphadenectomy, or the excision of lymph nodes for the evaluation
of micrometastasis, is crucial in diagnosing stages of metastatic
disease and selecting the correct treatment course for the patient.(5)
Other common scanning procedures, computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have poor diagnostic
accuracy in regard to metastatic disease.(9) CT or MRI scans possess
low sensitivity and can miss metastases in high-risk cancers; thus
lymphadenectomies are reported to be the better option.(10) In specific
types of cancers, expanded lymphadenectomies are being
implemented on patients who are at a higher risk for lymph node
involvement in order to better assess the metastasis rather than
relying on other diagnostic procedures.(11) Although useful for
diagnosis, perioperative complications can be seen in patients
receiving lymphadenectomies for certain types of cancer such as
lymphocele formation and thromboembolic sequelae.(12, 13) The
occurrence of these complications is associated with the number of
nodes removed in the lymphadenectomies, with larger node
quantities removed yielding greater complications for the patient.(14)
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Lymphadenectomies are crucial for proper cancer diagnosis and
treatment; yet, can lead to insufficiency of the lymphatic system and
create complications in fluid and tissue homeostasis. This alteration
to the lymphatic system can lead to lymphedema, a lifelong
condition.(15) Lymphedema presents as a progressive swelling,
usually of extremities, and may present as painful to the patient. In
addition to the swelling, other symptoms may or may not include
fatigue, numbness/tingling, heaviness, loss of motion, loss of
strength, and discomfort. The inability of the lymphatic system to
clear lymph leads to an accumulation in the interstitial spaces which
in turn leads to chronic inflammation. Over time, the chronic
inflammation can lead to fibrosis and thickening of the tissues and
skin, as well as deposition of adipose. (16, 17) Lymphedema can
negatively impact a person’s quality of life through emotional
disturbance and negative self-image as well as negative social
impacts such as social isolation and marginalization.(18)

The most common cause of lymphedema in developed countries is
secondary to cancer treatments, with incidence as high as 15%
following all cancer treatments.(19)While most would agree the
pathophysiology of lymphedema is somewhat understood, there is
still a significant gap in knowledge about when and if lymphedema
occurs in patients undergoing select lymphadenectomy.(1) In one
study, ovarian and uterine cancer patients who underwent pelvic
lymph node dissection were examined to see if there was a causal
relationship between lymphadenectomy and an increase in
occurrence of lymphedema. The study concluded no relationship
between surgical removal of lymph nodes and the occurrence of
lymphedema but rather discovered a statistically significant
relationship between post-operative radiotherapy and lymphedema.
(19) Other research suggests the number of lymph nodes excised
correlates to the incidence of lymphedema. One review (20) noted
axillary lymph node dissections resulted in 4 times higher incidence
of arm lymphedema than simple sentinel lymph node dissection.
Yen et al. (21) showed the removal of 15 nodes in the treatment of
breast cancer, compared to removal of up to 5, increased the chances
of lymphedema tenfold. McLaughlin et al. (22) reported rates of upper
extremity lymphedema with sentinel node biopsy alone as 3% of
patients (18 out of 600) as opposed to 27% of patients (91 of 336)
who underwent sentinel node biopsy in addition to axillary node
lymphadenectomy. The main question is what the least number of
lymph nodes required is with a lymphadenectomy to successfully
diagnosis, while minimizing the risk of lymphedema. A study by
Peyre on esophageal cancer patients,(23) concluded a minimum
number of 23 regional nodes are needed to be removed for the
highest possible survival rate. Koppie’s study on transitional cell
carcinoma patients (24) finds there is no minimum number of nodes
needed for the maximum survivor rates in cancer patients, which
suggests the more lymph nodes dissected, the higher the
survivorship rate is for a person.

Sources indicate there may be as many as 450-700 lymph nodes in
the body.(25, 26, 27) The reported number of lymph nodes in each
anatomical region varies with each source, and often wide possible

ranges are denoted. For example, Földi et al.(26) reports 5-27 external
iliac lymph nodes whereas Hsu & Itkin(28) reports 9-10 nodes in the
same anatomical region. Many cadaveric studies quantify nodes in
various regions, however, they utilize small sample sizes and often
do not take into account lymph node size or other variables such as
selection of cadavers and different methods of tissue preparation and
tissue sample selection.(29) There can be wide variation in nodal size,
between 0.2 and 3 cm, as well as a failure of nodes to divide during
development leading to smaller numbers of larger-sized nodes in
anatomical regions.(26) In addition to the aforementioned study
limitations of cadaveric lymph node quantification, many studies
have inadequately standardized methods and procedures that
produce variable lymph node counts.(30)

A more accurate insight into ranges of lymph nodes located in a
given region could be paramount in assisting healthcare
practitioners’ in discussing prognosis related to lymphedema with
survivors at future visits. Surgeons and other follow-up care
physicians, including oncologist, radiologist, and primary care
physicians, could more accurately provide statistics on the likelihood
of developing lymphedema. Physicians and therapists (physical,
occupational, and speech) might be able to provide more realistic
expectations on outcomes from conservative and/or surgical
lymphedema treatment.

Through cadaver studies, this study sought to identify more precise
ranges for lymph node quantities of the pelvic region specifically.
With a targeted range, decisions on how many nodes to remove,
more accurate predictions of damage severity, treatment outcomes,
and future quality of life may be concluded.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

Embalming and dissection of cadavers

Cadavers used in this study were donated to the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathic Medicine’s (PCOM) Georgia Campus. Dissections
were completed by Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine (DO) students,
Physician Assistant students, and Physical Therapy students at
PCOM over several quarters during the 2019-2020 academic school
year. All students received education on the lymphatic system, the
lymph nodes, and on the procedures of the current study by the lead
investigator, Dr. Shelley DiCecco, a faculty member from the
Physical Therapy Department. All cadavers at PCOM were
embalmed onsite utilizing the following procedures and techniques.
The cadavers were prepared with a special anatomical solution
referred to as the Maryland State Blend (MSB). The solution was
prepared by the Hydrol Chemical Company located in Pennsylvania
and was carefully blended to meet the requirements and climatic
conditions in Georgia. The primary solution was diluted by adding
one gallon of water to every ten ounces of MSB prior to injecting the
cadavers. Initially, a minimum of 4 to 5 gallons of injection was
prepared for most cadavers and injected over 2-3 days. Then, an
additional 3-4 gallons of solution was prepared and injected until the
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desired saturation of the vascular system was achieved as determined
by the Director of Anatomical Donor Services for PCOM. As part of
the final prepping, the embalmed cadavers were wrapped with a
cotton wrap soaked in a diluted MSB, then in plastic, and stored in a
zipper pouch. The cadavers were stored in a refrigeration system for
roughly 4 to 8 months until needed for anatomical dissections.

The research team consisted of the lead investigator and 10 students
from different programs at PCOM, 4 DO and 6 Master of Science in
Biomedical Sciences students (3 left the team for school-related
issues). PCOM students performed dissections in the afternoon
typically 4-5 days of the work week. The researchers would follow
behind these dissections and inspect the bodies in the morning for
lymph nodes in the desired regions. Upon locating a lymph node, the
researchers would tag the node with a tag gun and document the
location and surface area of the node. The nodes were left in place
until PCOM students completed the quarter. All areas were revisited
on a regular basis to check for new nodes to document. At the end of
the quarter, the researchers removed all organs, tissues, and nodes to
re-check for any additional nodes in the area not uncovered during
regular student dissection. The surface area was calculated using a
standard ruler in millimeters for length and width. The size and
location of nodes were documented on a grid during the dissection
phase and later transferred to a data spreadsheet for analysis.

Cadavers

The demographics of the 43 cadavers were 27 female and 16 male,
ages 42 to 102, (mean age 69.65 +/- 12.94) with 39 Caucasian, 3
African American, and 1 of Asian ethnicity. Cause of death for each
cadaver was unknown during the experiment as were other external
factors in order to prevent bias. The 43 cadavers were examined for
paired regions of right and left sacral, inguinal, and iliac region
lymph nodes as well as for an unpaired lumbar region. Anatomical
landmarks were used to identify each region of nodes.

Anatomical landmarks for identifying lymph nodes per region

Standard anatomical landmarks were used to identify and distinguish
the different lymph node regions. The landmarks used were based on
anatomical descriptions from multiple references.(26, 27, 28, 31, 32)
A lecture about the research and location of the nodes including
illustrations detailing anatomical landmarks were provided to all the
students participating in dissections at PCOM, as well as the
researchers performing the experiment on the cadavers. Image 1
depicts the anatomical regions in the demonstration cadaver the
students could use along with anatomy images as a reference during
the data collection phase.

Image 1: Lymph node regions in demonstration cadaver.

Inguinal Lymph Nodes
The lymph nodes of the inguinal region were divided into superficial
and deep based on placement around the fascia lata. Superficial
inguinal nodes resided superficially to the fascia lata and were bound
by the Femoral Triangle (inguinal ligament, sartorius muscle, and
long adductor muscle). These were not subdivided into superolateral,
superomedial, inferolateral, or inferomedial in this study.(26) The deep
inguinal nodes were located beneath the fascia lata and cribriform
fascia in the iliopectineal fossa along the femoral artery and vein.(28, 31)

Iliac Lymph Nodes
Iliac node regions were determined based on arrangement around iliac
blood vessels. The regions are common, internal, and external.(32)
Common iliac nodes were found anterior to the psoas muscle, from
the iliosacral line to the iliolumbar line along the common iliac blood
vessels.(31) Internal iliac nodes were grouped along the anterior and
posterior divisions of internal iliac arteries as well as the beginning of
the gluteal arteries.(31, 32) In this study, gluteal nodes were also included
in the internal iliac region. Lastly, external iliac nodes were found
between the iliosacral and inguinal lines along the external iliac
vessels, as well as between the obturator branch of the internal iliac
artery.(31, 32)Medial, lateral, and intermediate chains of the common,
internal, and external iliac nodes were not defined in this study.(26)

Sacral Lymph Nodes
The anatomical landmarks for the sacral lymph nodes were the
medial and lateral sacral vessels as well as along the concavity of
the sacrum.(31)

Lumbar Lymph Nodes
Lumbar lymph nodes were defined by the region extending from the
inferior border of L5 to the superior border of the L1 vertebral body,
specifically between the vertebral bodies and both sides of the inferior
vena cava and the aorta.(31) In this study, lumbar lymph nodes were not
divided into right and left as a large portion of these nodes were
located more centrally as opposed to the right or left of the aorta or
spine, and due to the inability to visualize the location from where the
nodes were draining.(26)
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Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the recorded data was performed using
MATrix LABoratory (MATLAB) and JMP15 data analysis
programs and SPS Analytics. Cadavers were excluded from
analysis if they failed to meet predetermined lower boundaries per
region which were taken from a variety of sources.(26, 27, 28, 31)
These lower boundaries were as follows: common iliac 3, internal
iliac 4, external iliac 5, deep inguinal 1, superficial inguinal 4,
lumbar 15, and sacral 1. A Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to
compare the quantity of nodes per right and left side of the
cadavers. A Mann Whitney U test was conducted to determine if
there were differences in quantity between female and male
cadavers. Both the Wilcoxon signed rank test and Mann Whitney U
test were performed with an α value of 0.05. Single factor line
regression using the JMP15 program was performed to assess the
relationship between the size of nodes and the number of nodes per
anatomical grouping. Lastly, a retrospective power analysis was
performed to determine if the sample size was great enough to
avoid statistical errors.

RESULTS

All quantitative analyses were done using JMP15 and MATLAB.
Table 1 showcases the distribution analysis for each pelvic lymph
node section obtained in this study with the mean lymph node
number, the average range, the minimum and maximum node
values, and a 95% confidence interval range. Figure 1 shows a
graphical representation of overall numerical distribution of lymph
nodes in the designated pelvic region. Power analysis revealed a
value of 0.733 given a sample size of 43 (unpaired lumbar lymph
node region) and a value of 0.954 given a sample size of 86 (paired
left and right lymph node regions). Lymph nodes in the lumbar
region showed the greatest range of distribution, while the sacral
region lymph nodes had the lowest range of distribution. A
Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed to determine differences
in lymph node quantity between the left and right side of the
cadavers. Across all pelvic regions, there were no statistically
significant differences (p < .001) as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3
displays pelvic region lymph node quantity differences between
male and female cadavers. The Mann Whitney U test was
performed to determine differences in lymph node quantity between
male and female cadavers. Across all pelvic regions, there were no
statistically significant differences (p < .001). Values for male
cadavers tended to be more evenly distributed within the
determined range, whereas in female cadavers, there was less
spread. However, the difference is minimal and overall the figure
shows a similar distribution of lymph nodes in their respective
pelvic area between male and female. Preliminary analysis of the
relationship between lymph node quantity and total area was
performed in JMP15 as shown in Figure 4. Single factor linear
regression was used to determine any relationship between the two
variables. R2 values ranged from 0.20 - 0.58, indicating minimal
linear relationship between cross sectional area and number of
nodes for any pelvic lumbar region.

Table 1: Lymph node distributions for each pelvic lumbar region.

Figure 1: Distribution of number of pelvic lymph nodes identified
per region.

Figure 2: Total pelvic lymph node quantity per left and right side.

MEAN ± STD DEV AVG RANGE MIN-MAX 95% CI

LUMBAR 24.5±13.4 16-34 0-60 20.3-28.6

COMMON

ILIAC
8.2±4.6 5-10 2-26 6.8-9.7

INTERNAL

ILIAC
6.0±4.0 3-8 0-22 4.8-7.2

EXTERNAL

ILIAC
11.4±4.9 6-15 2-23 9.9-13.0

SUPERFICIAL

INGUINAL
10.4±4.4 7-14 3-20 9.1-11.8

DEEP

INGUINAL
3.2±1.9 2-4 0-8 2.6-3.7

SACRAL 2.7±1.8 2-4 0-8 2.2-3.3
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Figure 3: Pelvic region lymph node quantity per male and female
cadavers per pelvic region.

Figure 4: Pelvic region lymph node quantity with respect to total
cross-sectional area in mm.3

DISCUSSION

Currently, various literature sources provide different values for
lymph nodes per anatomical region and add to the overall confusion
of the quantification of nodes, as seen in Table 2. This experiment
sought to provide more research toward the understanding of these
regions and to produce more concise node ranges for the pelvic
region. By contributing to better accuracy, the consequences of
lymph node dissections might be further calculated or predicted and
negative outcomes such as lymphedema may also be predicted,
lessened, or even prevented. This was accomplished by utilizing
larger samples sizes, as well as incorporating additional statistical
comparisons.

The distribution analysis of the pelvic lymph nodes revealed basic
parameters on the data set. The mean number of lymph nodes per
region was found to be inside the 95% confidence interval
determined by distribution analysis. The confidence interval allows
for estimation of the approximate number of nodes in a region, and
the average range provides a reference range to compare.

Retrospective power analysis revealed a value of 0.954 for the
paired lymph node regions. The sample size of 86 cadavers for this
experiment was adequate to avoid Type II statistical errors whereas
the value of 0.733 for the unpaired lymph node regions
demonstrated a need for a sample size greater than 46 cadavers in
order to avoid statistical errors and yield a more concise range of
node distribution. The lumbar lymph node region was not of a

significant power due to the smaller sample size of 43 cadavers and
produced the widest confidence interval of 20.3-28.6 in this study.
The limitation of the number of cadavers utilized can explain the
lower value for the paired lymph node regions. Most lymph node
quantification cadaveric studies utilize small sample sizes which
results in such widened confidence intervals; however, the rest of
the reported intervals are narrow, demonstrating the increased
precision of the point estimate value listed in Table 1. Various
cadaveric quantification studies reported their statistics in the style
of median and a general range of nodes without providing a
confidence interval such as Ofo et al. (EE) when quantifying central
compartment neck lymph nodes. By providing a point of estimate
and confidence interval for each pelvic lymph node region, there is
only a 5% chance that the true value of nodes per region is not
within the reported ranges, albeit the lumbar region needs a greater
sample size to produce a better range.

Table 2: Table of lymph node ranges taken from various sources
compared to average lymph node ranges from the experiment
conducted.

Table 2 compares the study’s lymph node ranges to various
literature sources for each pelvic lymph node anatomical grouping.
Again, the differences in ranges can be seen when looking at the
reported numbers for Földi et al.(26) versus Wolfram-Gabel (32)
specifically for external iliac. As shown, the average range from the
current experiment tends to fall between the larger reported
literature ranges. On the low end of the ranges, the study’s count
only differs by 1-3 lymph nodes when compared to other studies.
There are greater discrepancies when comparing the upper end

LYMPH NODE

ANATOMICAL

GROUPING

AVERAGE

RANGE

FROM

CURRENT

STUDY

FÖLDI ET

AL. (28)

STANDRIN

G (29)

WOLFRAM

- GABEL

(34)

HSU &

ITKIN (30)

SUPERFICIAL

INGUINAL
7 - 14 4-25 - - 4-25

SACRAL 2 - 4 - 1-3 - -

LUMBAR 16 - 34 - 15-20 - -

INTERNAL

ILIAC
3 - 8 4-6 - 4-8 -

EXTERNAL

ILIAC
6 - 15 5-27 - 8-10 9-10

DEEP

INGUINAL
2 - 4 1-3 - - 1-3

COMMON

ILIAC
5 - 10 3-16 - 6-10 4-7
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values of the lymph node ranges. For example, when comparing the
upper end value of the superficial inguinal range from the study’s to
Földi’s, there is an 11 lymph node difference. In Figure 5, the
aforementioned data is presented in a bar graph to aid in
understanding that the majority of the current study’s average
ranges of lymph nodes per anatomical region fell within the
reported literature ranges. The black bar is representative of the total
range of lymph nodes found in this study, while the colored boxes
are the average lymph node ranges. The colored boxes are
superimposed over the total range to visually represent the overlap
between each study.

Figure 5: Lymph node ranges in various sources compared to
average ranges from current study.

This study also demonstrated there was minimal difference in the
number of nodes between male and female cadavers and no
significant differences between right and left sides of the paired
node regions as seen in Figure 3 and Figure 2 respectively. This
differs from other sources stating there is prominent asymmetry in
lymph node distribution with more present on the right side of the
body and more particularly noticeable in males.(33) Other studies
yielded results demonstrating the size of lymph nodes differs
between men and women as well as in distribution of the nodes.(34)
Weingartner et al.(35) found interindividual differences between the
number of external inguinal nodes per right and left side of cadavers
albeit a small difference. However, more current articles examining
differences in lymph node distribution, size, and quantity between
males and females and left and right sides of the body were not
found after an exhaustive database search. Thus, further research is
needed to determine how these differences affect the ranges of
lymph nodes in the body and how this may impact surgeries and
other medical treatments.

The relationship between lymph node quantity and size was
analyzed and showed a minimal linear correlation with a coefficient
of determination of 0.20-0.58 as seen in Figure 4. Thus, the number
of nodes per anatomical region showed no influence on the area
measured in this experiment. This agreed with Grey et al.(36) which

specifically examined inguinal lymph nodes and concluded there
was no correlation between nodal size and number. However, in this
study, possible malignant lymph nodes were counted in the data and
possibly modified the linear correlation due to the potential size
decrease or increase. The preservation process itself can also alter
tissues leading to variation to lymph node size.(37)

The range of distribution of pelvic lymph nodes was examined and
found to be greatest in the lumbar region and the least in the sacral
region. There is known variability between individuals’ quantity of
lymph nodes per anatomical region such as an increase in nodes in
patients with higher body mass indexes seen in specifically
retroperitoneal lymph node dissection.(38, 39) This variability aids in
explaining the increased or decreased distribution in this
experiment. In addition, this experiment did not account for the
causes of death and comorbidities which may have possibly
influenced individual lymph node counts, further increasing the
range of distribution. Possible lymph node removal during the
anatomical dissections performed by students could further obscure
the data recorded regarding the distribution of nodes. Lastly,
microscopy or imaging, such as intranodal lymphangiogram and
dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance lymphangiography,
was not used in this experiment to visualize nodes.(40) Thus, lymph
nodes were quantified based on visual identification only,
potentially failing to identify all nodes.

Limitations such as reduced sample size in analysis of paired
lumbar lymph nodes and unknown comorbidities of the cadavers
did impact the recorded data; however, the results complimented
known sources as the data presented more precise ranges with
confidence intervals of 95% and narrow average ranges within the
various sources’ reported lymph node ranges.(26, 27, 28)
Further research is needed in defining the ranges of lymph nodes in
the pelvic region in non-cadaveric subjects. This data could assist in
determining the min and max number of nodes needed for
lymphadenectomies in the pelvic region to appropriately diagnosis
with the least amount of lymphatic dysfunction. Other medical
professionals should also benefit from more accurate average ranges
of lymph nodes in the pelvic region. Primary care physicians self-
reported less knowledge concerning lymphedema associated with
breast cancer than oncologists and surgeons primarily handling the
patient.(41)With the increasing number of breast cancer survivors
and the need for long term follow up care, primary care physicians
need to be heavily educated on lymphedema associated with cancer
to better serve this patient population. Physicians, including primary
care, and lymphedema therapists can use these ranges to aid in
providing survivors with a more accurate prognosis of outcomes
with conservative and surgical interventions for lymphedema.
Overall, this improved information regarding the lymphatic system
and nodal quantity in general could lead to a reduced number of
individuals being diagnosed with lymphedema and improved post-
care treatment or expectations for those diagnosed with cancer
related lymphedema.
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CONCLUSION

The lymphatic system is responsible for the drainage of interstitial
fluid and is necessary for the prevention of edema. The system is
frequently disrupted for the assessment of metastasis and/or the
treatment of cancer. A significant complication for both is
lymphedema. Here we quantified the lymph nodes of the pelvic
region, reporting larger ranges of lymph nodes in their respective
regions compared to previous illustrations, but presenting more
succinct average ranges. Additionally, we found no significant
differences when investigating left to right side comparison or male
to female comparison, nor significant correlation between size and
number of lymph nodes. Interpretation of these findings may
provide insight for physicians when considering surgical or medical
procedures involving the lymph nodes of the pelvic region as well
as improved post-care treatment for patients after said procedures
by medical professionals.
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CT Computed tomography

DO Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine

MATLAB Matrix Laboratory

MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
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INTRODUCTION

Oedemas of the lower limbs represent a disorder found at any age,
even if they are more frequent in the elderly. They can be divided
into two types, depending on the kind of lymphatics insufficiency:
oedema depending on functional disturbance (venous oedema, with
low level of proteins) and that due to mechanical impairment
(oedema that is rich of proteins).(1) In the first case it is a sign of an
overload of a normal-functioning lymphatic system, with a lot of
different possible causes; in the second case we face a well-defined
clinical entity: lymphoedema.
The differential diagnosis of these oedemas can become an
important challenge, especially in mild and unilateral forms, since
lymphedema can have at first stage a clinical expression similar to
that of venous oedema. Lymphoscintigraphy, a minimally invasive
diagnostic tool used for quantitative and qualitative study of
lymphatic circulation, can be of great help.
It allows the assessment of pathways of lymphatic drainage,
quantification of lymphatic flow and differentiation of lymphedema
from other oedematous conditions.(2, 3)
Its protocol is not standardized: main differences include the choice
of radiotracer, use of dynamic and static acquisitions and
acquisition times.(4)
Another difference is if lymphoscintigraphy is performed for the
study of the superficial circulation only, or if it includes also an
examination of the deep lymphatic flow.
The lymphatic circulation is organized in a superficial and a deep
network, that at extremities run respectively above and under the
muscular fascia.
The two lymphatic networks have some connections and one can
compensate a malfunctioning of the other.(5)
The study of both superficial and deep lymphatic networks is called
two compartment lymphoscintigraphy.(6) Inclusion of the deep
lymphatic vessels in the lymphoscintigraphic study has shown to
increase diagnostic accuracy.(7)
In order to confirm the importance of the assessment of deep
lymphatic circulation for lymphoedema detection, we present our
casuistry, relating to established lymphoedema conditions,
lipoedemas and leg oedemas of unknown origin.

MATERIALANDMETHODS

A retrospective analysis was performed on 142 two compartment
lymphoscintigraphies of the lower limbs, carried out in the period
2013-2018 and pooled from Nuclear Medicine Units of three Italian
hospitals (Udine, Venice, Trento).
We included all the exams performed during the target period to
obtain the largest available sample. Most of patients were addressed
to the institutes by expert lymphologists. Other subjects were sent
by specialists in Vascular Surgery or Infectious Diseases.
Lymphoscintigraphy was performed after a clinical evaluation with
the purpose of confirmation and prognostic assessment in diagnosed
conditions (primary and secondary lymphoedema, lipoedema) or for
understanding the aetiology of oedemas of unknown origin.

Casuistry

We studied 142 patients (36 males and 106 females) with suspected
or clinically diagnosed lymphoedema. The average age of the
sample was 52.7 years (± 17.7).
The anamnestic and clinical evaluation prior to the examination
made it possible to specify the diagnosis in 81 cases: 37 primary
lymphoedema, 33 secondary forms and 11 lipoedema with doubtful
mechanical insufficiency of the lymphatics.
In 61 cases, two compartment lymphoscintigraphy was performed
for diagnostic clarification in mono- or bilateral oedemas of the
lower limbs of unknown origin. (Table n.1)

Technique of the lymphoscintigraphic examination

The same examination protocol was used at the three hospitals, with
lymphoscintigraphy of the lower limbs performed in two phases: a
study of the superficial network followed, after a few days, by the
study of the deep one.
For the assessment of the superficial circulation, an intradermal
injection was performed at the 2nd intermetatarsal space of the
distal portion of the dorsum of the foot; for the second study, the
injection was performed subfascially, at the posterior portion of the
sole of the feet.
At any site was injected a solution of 0,5 ml, containing colloidal
nanoparticles of human albumin (NANOTOP, product of ROTOP
PHARMAKA GmbH), labelled with 99mTc (37 MBq) and diluted
with 0.9% NaCl solution.
For image acquisition a Gamma Camera SYMBIA SIEMENS was
used, with a collimator LEAR.
Static images were acquired in 3 phases:
- Time 0: immediately after the injection (at injection point,
injection point+leg+knee, knee, thigh, pelvis);
- Time 1: at 60’ exactly, after 45’ of walking (at injection point,
injection point+leg+knee, knee, thigh, pelvis, total body);
- Time 2: at 120’ exactly, after rest (at injection point, injection
point+leg+knee, knee, thigh, pelvis, total body).

Data evaluation

A modified Transport Index was used to differentiate pathological
and normal pictures.
Since the used protocol does not allow calculation of time to
visualize the lymph nodes (T), only transport kinetics (K),
distribution of the tracer (D), visualization of lymph nodes (N) and
visualization of lymph vessels (V) were assessed, as described by
Kleinhans.(8) TI scores were considered pathological if ≥ 9.
The scores were assigned by a Nuclear Medicine medical doctor
belonging to the Institute, who is expert in the execution and
reporting of lymphoscintigraphies.
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Statistical evaluation

ITo describe the sample, mean and standard deviation were used for
age, while frequency distribution were reported to describe the
sample at the categorical level: gender, type of exam performed
(deep or superficial) diagnosis, type and localization of the oedema.
The descriptive statistical analysis was performed using Excel 2013
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA).

RESULTS

In 31 (22%) cases we found totally normal pattern for both limbs
(TI <9). (Table n. 2)
A pathological pattern of only one leg was found in the 32% of
altered exams: in 16 cases of both networks (superficial and deep),
in 13 only at the deep and in 6 only at the superficial circulation.
In the 68% of cases, we found TI pathological values at both lower
limbs: the involvement regarded

• In 20 cases (18% of pathological exams) only deep circulation at
one side and both superficial and deep circulation at the other;

• In 19 (17%) both circulations (deep and superficial) at both sides

• In 16 (14%) solely deep system at both sides

• In 10 (9%) only superficial at one side and both circulation
on the other side

• In 6 (5%) only superficial at one side e only deep at the other

• In 5 (4%) cases only superficial on both sides.

In pathological cases, the involvement of the deep lymphatic system
(uni- or bilateral, associated or not with similar disturbance of the
superficial system) was found in 100 cases (90%). Damage of the
deep system alone was found in 29 cases (26%): 13 unilateral and 16
bilateral. The exclusive involvement of the superficial network was
found in 11 cases (10%).
In the group of 61 patients with oedema of unknown origin (and with
suspicion of lymphoedema) according to the TI score, lymphoedema
was excluded in 18 cases (29,5% of this group), while in the
remaining 43 cases there were all the combinations of damage
(superficial / deep, mono- / bilateral), with greater frequency of
exclusive bilateral involvement of the deep circulation (see table n. 2).

DISCUSSION

Lymphoscintigraphy is the main investigation for visualization of
lymphatics, assessment of their function, diagnosis of lymphoedema.
Till now there is no international agreed standard in relation to
tracer, sites of injection, times of image acquisition.
Even if there are two peripheral lymphatic circulations (superficial
and deep), with connections and with the possibility of

compensations in case of lymphatic damage, commonly only the
superficial lymphoscintigraphy is performed. This can lead to
misdiagnosis of the origin of an oedema. In the absence of a standard
reference for diagnosis a diagnostic and accurate study is not
feasible, but the present research is a cue to open a discussion on
which should be the best modality to examine patients.
The possibility of studying superficial and deep lymphatic
circulation of the leg was already presented by Bräutigam in the
nineties (5, 6); what he called two compartment lymphoscintigraphy
was developed in order to assess type and stage of leg oedemas.
With this approach he could differentiate primary lymphoedema and
early and advanced stages of postthrombotic syndromes.
Diagnosis of a leg oedema can be challenging at any age. Actually,
there are many factors to take in account: duration, mono- or
bilaterality, location (proximal or distal), fovea and Stemmer signs,
other known patient’s pathologies (heart, renal or liver failure;
chronic venous insufficiency, hypothyroidism and others). Important
is the possibility of a detection and confirmation of a lymphoedema,
but in early stages this pathology may have clinical characteristics
like those of a venous oedema.
In our experience, lymphoscintigraphy of the lower limbs is
performed for diagnostic confirmation and prognostic evaluation of a
clinically diagnosed lymphoedema, for an early diagnosis of
mechanical insufficiency in lipoedema at the 2nd and 3rd stages, and
for differential diagnosis in oedemas of unknown origin. For this last
indication, we learned to perform the study early, particularly in case
of mild, unilateral, distal oedema, which often proves to be a
primary lymphedema at the 1st or at the second initial stage.
Since 2013 at the Nuclear Medicine Institute of University Hospital
of Udine lymphoscintigraphy of the lower limbs involves the study
of both the superficial and the deep circulation, in the belief that the
data obtained allow better understanding of the lymphatic function
and clinical correlations.

The high prevalence of deep lymphatic damage confirms the
importance of the two-compartment examination: of the 111 people
with pathological lymphoscintigraphic exam, 100 cases showed a
uni- or bilateral deep circulation impairment, associated or not with
alteration of the superficial network. This data agrees with that
recently published by Campisi, in which in a series of 248 two
compartment lymphoscintigraphies the deep lymphatic vessels were
damaged in the vast majority of patients (88% - 98%), with a
pathological TI for either the deep subfascial vessels alone, or both
the superficial and deep vessels.(9)
In 29 cases we found a damage concerning only the deep
lymphatics. This means that in more than a quarter of patients
submitted to a study of the superficial circulation alone, diagnosis of
lymphatic impairment would be missed. This is in accordance with
Villa’s report: in his study deep vessel abnormalities were found in
approximately 30% of the patients with normal superficial system.(10)
A correlation has been demonstrated in the past between isolated
damage of the deep lymphatics of the lower limbs and initial stages
of postthrombotic syndrome; in advanced stages also the impairment
of superficial lymphatics was found, as consequence of chronic
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functional overload of this network. A less frequent isolated
alteration of the deep lymphatics was found also in case of primary
lymphedema.(5) Our patient had neither history nor clinical features
of a postthrombotic syndrome.
In our group of patients with oedema of unknown origin, the
examination was diagnostic in 43 of 61 cases, confirming the
importance of two compartment lymphoscintigraphy in the
differential diagnosis of oedema, especially in the initial, clinically
mild forms. Bräutigam was able to distinguish different
lymphoscintigraphic patterns, finding: in case of idiopathic cyclic
oedema, a marked increase in lymphatic flow in the two networks;
increased flow in the superficial circle in case of phlebedema; in
postthrombotic syndrome reduced flow in the deep network, while in
the superficial it was normal or reduced depending on the duration of
the condition; normal activity in obesity.(6)
The possibility of distinguishing the origin of the swelling can allow
early adoption of adequate therapeutic strategies (especially in the
case of lymphoedema) or address to further investigations, in case of
venous oedema of still unrecognized origin.
This possibility is also important in all those cases in which an
objective demonstration of a lymphoedema ensures specific benefits,
provided by healthy systems.
The completion of lymphoscintigraphy with the study of the deep
network can have implications for the surgical approach to
lymphoedema. Derivative interventions between lymphatics and
veins can be performed in two ways: connection of one superficial
collector to one small venule in multiple sites (supermicrosurgery),
or multiple lymphatic-venous anastomoses involving superficial and
deep lymphatic vessels into a vein branch.(11-13) Knowledge of the
functional state of the superficial and deep lymphatic vessels could
guide the choice of one or the other surgical approach.
Now there are not protocols of conservative treatment of deep
lymphatics disfunctions, even if some maneuvers of manual
lymphatic drainage are specifically addressed to this network.
The awareness of the frequent involvement of deep lymphatics in
lymphedema and the possibility of their morphological and functional
study will lead to the search for specific conservative treatments.
Our study presents some limitations. One of these is the modification

of criteria for calculation of Transport Index, eliminating the T (time
to visualize the lymph nodes). It was due to our modality of study
performance, that not allows the computation of this parameter.
Other authors have already used a modified TI score, without
specification about the change, and with a cut off of 5.(14)
The fact that lymphoscintigraphy is a non-standardized examination
exposes to evident difficulties in applying score systems. In his study
on scintigraphic exam of deep lymphatics, in case of leg oedema with
normal superficial scintigraphic pattern, Barbieux used a different
method to discriminate normal from pathological conditions. The
absence of popliteal lymphnodes visualization after the second phase
of his lymphoscintigraphic protocol was used as criterion for this
differentiation (specificity and sensitivity of 89% in patients with
unilateral lower limb oedema and without associated venous
symptoms). He could also demonstrate that, in the casuistry of 32
patients, 20 had a pathological deep lymphatics scintigraphy after a
normal result of the study of superficial network. This study gives a
new approach for diagnosis of deep lymphatic circulation impairment
and confirms the importance of the two compartment
lymphoscintigraphy for an adequate diagnosis of peripheral oedemas
of unknown origin.(15)
We could not make a correlation with the clinical parameters (extent
of swelling, features of the skin) since, being a retrospective study, it
was not possible to obtain all the necessary data. A study on this
correlation will be carried out in further prospective studies.

CONCLUSION

Lymphoscintigraphy is an important tool for diagnosis of
lymphoedema. Nevertheless, it is still lacking of a standardization.
Moreover, due to many reasons, in most cases only an investigation of
the superficial lymphatic circulation is performed. This can lead to
misdiagnosis, especially in case of mild leg oedema of unknown origin.
Our study demonstrates that in 90% of pathological studies there is a
damage of the deep lymphatic circulation. This could be of interest not
only for a diagnostic reason, but also for the choice of the best surgical
approach to lymphedema and for development of specific therapeutic
strategies addressed to deep lymphatics impairment.

PRIMARY SECONDARY LIPOEDEMA
OEDEMAOF

UNKNOWNORIGIN
TOTAL

AGE 39.09 ± 14.02 67.8 ± 8.43 57.5 ± 17.4 51.82 ± 18.04 52.7 17.7

MALE/FEMALES 8/29 15/18 0/11 14/47 37/105

BILATERAL 13(35%) 13(39%) 11(100%) 37(61%) 74(52%)

UNILATERAL 24(65%) 20(61%) 0(0%) 24(39%) 68(48%)

RIGHT 10(42%) 10(50%) 0(0%) 9(38%) 29(43%)

LEFT 14(58%) 10(50%) 0(0%) 15(62%) 39(57%)

OVERALL 37 (26%) 33 (23%) 11(8%) 61(43%) 142 (100%)

Table n.1: Sample description
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S+S S+SD N+N SD+SD D+D D+S N+SD N+D SD+D N+S TOTAL

PRIMARY
LYMPHEDEMA

0 4 4 7 4 0 4 5 8 1 37

SECONDARY
LYMPHEDEMA

2 3 5 7 2 0 6 2 5 1 33

LIPEDEMA 1 0 4 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 11

OEDEMAOF
UNKNOWNORIGIN

2 3 18 5 7 5 6 6 5 4 61

TOTAL 5 10 31 19 16 6 16 13 20 6 142

Table n.2: Different patterns relating to damage to one and/or both legs (damage: S = superficial, D = deep, SD= superficial and deep;
N = none). For example, S+SD means damage of superficial lymphatic circulation on one side and damage of both superficial and deep
circulation on the other side.

Figure n.1: Lymphoscintigrams of superficial and deep network of lower limb in an oedema of unknown origin, at 60 minutes from
injection. Due to our examination technique, Transport Index scores are assessed for K (= transport kinetics), D (= distribution of the
tracer), N (= visualization of lymph nodes), V (= visualization of lymph vessels), not for T (= time to visualize the lymph nodes). The
scores for these exams are: right superficial: K=3, D=0, N=0, V=0 (total = 3); left superficial: K=5, D=3, N=5, V=9 (total = 22); right
deep K=9, D=0, N=9, V=9 (total = 27); left deep K=3, D=0, N=3, V=9 (total = 15)
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Cross-sectional observational study comparing
volumetry and ultrasound for lymphedema assessment in female
with unilateral breast surgery.

Method: Khunke method (Volumetry) and thickness
ultrasonography were performed on both upper limbs.

Results: Ninety females, mean age 59.23a. 70 patients (77.8%)
didn’t show clinical signs of lymphedema. Mean volume was
2828.36cc (1667.0 - 4895.9) for healthy limb and 2958.85cc
(1767.6 - 5296.0) for affected limb. Volumetric differences between
both upper limbs were: -15.70% and 69.7% (Mean = 4.54; SD
10.56). Mean dermo-epidermal thickness: 0.10cm in the healthy
arm; 0.26cm on the affected side; mean thickness in the
hypodermis: 0.88cm in the healthy arm and 1cm in the affected
arm. Pearson showed positive correlation between volume and
ultrasound thickness in both EESS (p <0.05) except in dermal
thickness in arm. Also, there were positive correlation between
volumetric difference between unaffected and affected limb and
ultrasound thickness for affected limb (p <0.05).

Conclusions: The thickness tissue by ultrasonography is related
with volumetric measurement in both upper limbs of female with
unilateral breast surgery. The ultrasound tissue thickness of the
affected limb is higher if there is clinical lymphedema.

Keywords: lymphedema, lymphatic vessels, ultrasonography,
upper limb, breast cancer, diagnostic, assessment.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most frequent cause of lymphedema. It is
estimated that 20% of these patients will develop lymphedema in the
upper extremities. Incidence of lymphedema increases from 13,5%
in two years to 41,1% in ten years. Moreover, between 15% and
22% develop fluctuating or intermittent lymphedema with
asymptomatic periods.1, 2

The benefit of the lymphoedema units of public hospitals Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation Services is recognized for the early care
of patients who have undergone surgery for breast cancer. However,
there is significant variability in the assessment system. The
measurement of displaced water volume is considered the reference3
technique but is not routinely used due to technical and economic
limitations. Lymphoscintigraphy has been considered the gold
standard for diagnosing lymphedema4, but it is not a technique
commonly used in rehabilitation consultations. Impedance Imaging
is a simple technique but is also not implemented in clinical practice,
and the cost of CT and MRI for the assessment of lymphedema
limits its use.

In clinical practice, lymphedema is most often diagnosed by clinical
history, physical examination of the tissue by palpation and
measurement of the increased volume of the limb. There may not be
sufficient volume increase in the early subclinical stage to be
considered diagnostic. Therefore, it is essential to investigate other
methods of early detection of lymphedema to minimize impairment
effects on health and quality of life resulting from the increased
extracellular fluid characteristic of lymphatic system dysfunction.
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Diagnostic ultrasound (US) is based on obtaining images of the
human body from high-frequency sound waves that are inaudible to
the human ear (> 20,000Hz) from the echoes generated by the
reflection of these waves as they hit the tissues.

The beginnings of the use of the US in medicine had a therapeutic
purpose in the middle of the last century. However, in the '70s, it
began to be developed to assess the locomotor system, with an
exponential increase in its application in numerous medical
specialities, as a non-invasive, fast, economic, repeatable, dynamic
diagnostic imaging tool without exposure to radiation.

Musculoskeletal ultrasound has become a valuable tool in the daily
clinical practice of specialists in Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation because it can contribute significantly to a patient's
diagnostic and therapeutic algorithm. Thanks to technological
advances in improving image quality, musculoskeletal ultrasound is
a real option for the appropriate diagnosis of soft tissues.

Ultrasound can be used with the usual 13 Mhz linear probes (7-14) 5
to assess the changes in the skin and subcutaneous cellular tissues
that occur in chronic lymphoedema due to alterations affecting the
extracellular matrix with hypertrophy and accumulation of protein-
rich fluid. The intra- and inter-observer reliability of the technique in
assessing the forearm and upper arm in healthy subjects has been
confirmed.6

Suehiro et al. established a classification based on the echogenicity
of the dermo-epidermal and hypodermal layers in patients with
lymphoedema in the legs, with a high degree of correlation with the
staging of the International Society of Lymphology classification.7

For subclinical cases in which circometry does not show differences
between the upper extremities, ultrasound could be a standardized
and reproducible tool to be implemented in rehabilitation clinics.
Hypothetically, establishing baseline ultrasound measurements would
speed up the assessment of lymphoedema in the rehabilitation clinic.
Therefore, the following study compares the circometric/volumetric
measurement (commonly used method) and ultrasound assessment
between the healthy and the affected limb in women treated for breast
cancer and referred to the lymphoedema unit.

MATERIALSANDMETHOD

Subjects:Women who underwent surgery for unilateral breast
cancer were referred to the "lymphoedema consultation" of the
Rehabilitation Service of a university hospital.

Design: Cross-sectional observational study over one calendar
year (June 2020 to June 2021). Patients with bilateral
involvement, cases of tumour recurrence in the contralateral breast
and patients with lymphoedema of non-breast cancer etiology are
not included in the study.

Procedure: data collection in medical consultation, regardless of the
time since surgery, in which the following methodology is applied.

Method:

• Protocolized clinical assessment including Body Mass Index
(BMI), inspection and comparative palpation of both upper
extremities (UE), shoulder girdle and pectoral-breast area, joint
balance and muscle balance of UE, neurological examination,
recording of pain, recording of infectious, radio- or chemotherapy-
related complications and axillary web syndrome.

• Volumetric assessment using Kuhnke's simplified formula based
on the circumferential measurement according to the modified
Mortimer method on the healthy and affected limbs.8, 9

• Ultrasound study (General Electrics Logic C5 Premium™) with a
linear probe (7-14 Hz) of the forearm at the inner surface of the
upper 1/3 and the upper arm at the level of the posterior surface of
the middle 1/3. Recording of dermo-epidermal thickness and
subcutaneous cellular tissue (SCT) and morphology according to
the Suehiro technique.

Statistics:

• Descriptive study of the sample using mean and standard
deviation statistics for quantitative variables and absolute
and relative frequency for qualitative variables:

◦ Sociological data of the patients; tumour characterization
(histological type, tumour staging; surgical procedure;
adjuvant therapies); clinical data from the physical
examination of lymphoedema based on the ad hoc
protocol described.

◦ Ultrasound features of both upper limbs: thickness and
morphology of the skin and hypodermis of the healthy
and affected limbs.

• Pearson's correlation for:

◦ Determine the correlation between ultrasound thicknesses
and volume for each limb,

◦ Determine whether there is a correlation between the
thicknesses found on ultrasound and the volumetric
difference between the two UE,

◦ Assess the bias that may exist between dermo-epidermal
and SCT thicknesses concerning BMI.

PSPP 1.4.010 was used for statistical processing.
The degree of significance was considered to be p= 0.05.

The Ethics Committee has approved the work that it complies
with the ethical regulations on biomedical research involving
human subjects.
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RESULTS

Descriptive study of the sample:

Clinical variables
The sample consisted of 90 women aged between 36 and 87 years
(mean: 59.23; SD: 12.52) who underwent surgery for unilateral
breast cancer; three of them had homolateral recurrence at the time
of assessment. In 54.4% of cases (49 patients), the affected side was
the right side, which corresponds to the side of manipulative
dominance in 82.2% of cases. Regarding previous physical activity,
60% of the sample performed some activity, either mild aerobic
exercise (23 patients) or moderate-intense exercise in a gym (27
patients). In two-thirds of the sample (70.1%), axillary dissection
was performed (63 patients), and 87.8% received radiotherapy (79
patients) with total doses between 40 and 50Gy. In addition, thirteen
patients received brachytherapy. Sixty-five patients (72.2%)
received hormone therapy, and fifty patients received adjuvant or
neoadjuvant chemotherapy (55.6%), with the combination of
anthracyclines and taxanes being the most commonly used option.
Table 1 shows descriptive data on the histological type of breast
tumour, staging and the therapeutic procedures.
The mean time for patients to be assessed since surgery was 42.35
days (SD: 69; 15-372).
Regarding clinical characteristics, the mean body mass index was
27.94 kg/m2 (SD: 5.08). No skin alterations were detected on
inspection in 94.4% of cases, compared to 5.6% (5 patients) with
radiotherapy dermatitis. In 66.7% of the cases (60 patients),
palpation of the surgical scar showed no significant alterations,
while one-third of the sample (29 patients) had some scar alteration
(dysesthesia, hyperalgesia, adhesions). In 74.4% of the cases,
palpation of the upper extremities was symmetrical between the two
UE. Sensory examination showed some alteration in the affected
limb in 34.5% of the cases (31 patients), with a predominance of
hypoalgesia in the posterior area of the upper arm. In addition, 8.9%
of the patients had sensory alterations due to chemotherapy applied
(chemotherapy-related neuropathy). Among the causes of pain in
patients who underwent surgery, postmastectomy syndrome stood
out in 27 patients (30%); 7 patients had orthopaedic pain, and 6 had
symptoms compatible with axillary web syndrome. The shoulder
joint balance was not limited in 52 patients (57.8%); a third of the
cases (30%: 27 patients) presented mild limitation (< 30% of the
joint arc for the healthy side) without functional repercussion, while
ten patients (11.1%) had severe limitation of shoulder mobility due
to different causes (pain, previous osteoarticular pathology, stroke).
For the most part, strength in UE was not reduced in the non-painful
joint mobility range.

At the time of assessment, 77.8% of patients (70 cases) had no
clinical signs of lymphoedema according to the International
Society of Lymphology11 classification (subclinical stage), 14.4%
(13 patients) were classified as stage 1, four patients (4.4%) were
considered upper limb stage 2A and three patients were classified as
stage 2B (3.3%) according to the international classification.

Ultrasound variables
The mean volume of the UE in the 90 patients studied, obtained
from circumferential measurement, was 2828.36cc (1667.0-4895.9;
SD: 662.18) for the healthy side and 2958.85cc (1767.6-5296.0;
SD: 740.87) in the affected limb. The volumetric differences
between the two UE ranged from -15.70% to 69.7% (mean 4.54;
SD 10.56). Figure 1 shows the frequency histogram of the
volumetric differences between the two UE.
Table 2 shows the mean values of dermo-epidermal and
hypodermal thicknesses in the assessed areas of the forearm and
upper arm in both UE.

Regarding ultrasound morphology, according to Suehiro's
description, 77.8% of the sample (70 patients) showed no
alterations (stage 0), 13 patients (14.4%) had an ultrasound pattern
compatible with stage 1, and 5 patients had an ultrasound
morphology labelled as stage 2.

Figure 1: Hystogram of frequencies of volume difference in
percentage between healthy and affected upper limb.

Statistical variables

Pearson correlation on the affected and healthy side between
ultrasound thicknesses and volumetric values
Table 3 shows the values of Pearson's bivariate analysis of the
thicknesses of the dermo-epidermal and hypodermal layers for
each limb to the volumes and the volumetric difference between
the two UE. From this analysis, it can be seen that:

• On the affected side, the greater the volume of the limb, the
greater the thickness of the dermo-epidermal layers and the SCT
on the forearm and the thickness of the SCT on the upper arm;
the correlation is not significant between the volume of the
affected limb and the dermal thickness on the upper arm.

• On the healthy side, the same trend is observed: the greater the
volume of the limb, the greater the thickness of the dermo-
epidermal layers and the SCT in the forearm and the thickness
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of the SCT in the upper arm; there is no significant correlation
between the volume of the healthy side and the dermo-
epidermal thickness in the upper arm.

• The thickness of the dermis in the forearm of the affected
extremity correlates with the more significant the volumetric
difference between the two arms, but not in the healthy limb.

• The hypodermis thickness at the upper arm and forearm level
correlates significantly more remarkably with the volumetric
difference between the two UE, but not on the healthy side.

• The more significant difference in volume between the healthy
and affected limb shows no significant correlation with the
thickness of the dermis at the level of the arm, both on the
healthy and affected side.

Pearson's correlation between BMI and dermo-epidermal and
hypodermal thicknesses for both UE
Table 4 shows the bivariate analysis with Pearson correlation
between the BMI of the patients studied and the thicknesses of the
dermo-epidermal and hypodermal layers assessed in the forearm
and upper arm of both healthy and diseased limbs for each patient.
This analysis showed a strong correlation between the thickness of
the hypodermis and BMI in the forearm and upper arm in both the
affected and healthy limbs. In contrast, the dermis thickness
showed a low correlation with BMI, especially at the upper arm
level, in both limbs.

DISCUSSION

In rehabilitation consultations, the diagnosis of lymphoedema
continues to be clinical, based on a comparative study between the
affected limb and the contralateral limb, healthy in the case of
unilateral edema. However, this method has some limitations, such
as in cases where both sides are affected. In addition, there may not
be a sufficient increase in volume to meet the diagnostic criteria in
the early, subclinical stage, nor is it helpful in assessing structural
changes in the subcutaneous tissues. Women with mild
lymphedema are three times more likely to have moderate or severe
lymphoedema than women without lymphoedema2. Therefore, it is
essential to investigate other cost-effective methods for the study
and early detection of lymphoedema that minimize the impairment
effects of increased extracellular fluid on health and quality of life.

Ultrasound can be used to assess, with the usual 13 MHz linear
probes (7-14), the essential morphological characteristics of the
layers of the skin and subcutaneous cellular tissues, and the
reliability of the technique has been confirmed intra- and inter-
observer in the evaluation of the forearm and arm in healthy
subjects. In recent years, several studies have been published
defending the usefulness of ultrasound for the diagnosis of
lymphoedema of the upper extremity in patients who have
undergone breast cancer surgery.13, 14, 15, 16

Thus, this study aimed to compare the circometric/volumetric
measurement (commonly used method) and ultrasound assessment
between the healthy limb and the affected limb in women treated
for breast cancer referred to the rehabilitation unit. Hypothetically,
establishing reference ultrasound measurement parameters would
speed up the assessment of lymphoedema and allow more accurate
treatment and follow-up guidelines about the stage of
lymphoedema. In this study, the measurements of the healthy side
have been assumed as the standard values.

In the sample studied, 77.8% did not show clinical signs compatible
with lymphedema according to the SIL classification, a percentage
identical to that of cases in which the morphology of the dermal and
hypodermal layers of the UE are described as usual according to the
criteria proposed by Suehiro. For this reason, given that only 22.2%
of the sample showed morphological alterations characteristic of
lymphedema, Pearson's bivariate analysis was not performed.
Instead, we opted to evaluate the ultrasound thicknesses and their
possible correlation in anticipation of the development of
lymphedema before it develops clinically.

Pearson's bivariate analysis shows a significant positive correlation
between thickness and volume, i.e. the greater the thickness, the
greater the volume for each limb, healthy and affected, at the
dermo-epidermal level of the forearm (not the upper arm) and in the
SCT of the forearm and upper arm. These data are consistent with
other authors such as Mander et al.14 A retrospective study of 287
patients who underwent surgery for unilateral breast cancer found a
significant increase in dermo-epidermal thickness of the forearm of
the affected limb with that of the healthy limb.

Similarly, Polat et al.15 assessed the usefulness of elastography for
diagnosing lymphoedema in correlation with the clinical stage of
lymphedema based on the thickness of the cutaneous and
subcutaneous layers of the affected limb about the healthy limb.

On the other hand, bearing in mind that obesity leads to an increase
in adipose tissue, it was decided to assess the possible bias between
dermo-epidermal and SCT thicknesses to BMI using Pearson's
correlation analysis. In this way, it was found that there is a strong
correlation between the thickness of the hypodermis and BMI in the
forearm and upper arm in both the affected and healthy limbs. In
contrast, the dermis thickness showed a low correlation with BMI,
especially in the upper arm in both limbs (Table 3). From this data,
it could be inferred that dermo-epidermal thickness may be the
ultrasound variable that can provide the most information with the
diagnosis of lymphedema, as its thickness does not depend on the
degree of obesity of the patients studied. Several ultrasound studies
of lipedema determine the thickness of the SCT as a diagnostic
criterion to distinguish between lipedema and lymphedema.17, 18

Pearson's analysis was performed to assess whether there is a
correlation between the difference in the volume of the affected
limb concerning the healthy limb and the ultrasound thicknesses.
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This analysis showed a significant positive correlation in the
affected limb, specifically between dermal and hypodermal
thicknesses in the forearm and the thickness of the SCT of the upper
arm. The same does not occur in the healthy limb, where the
Pearson analysis shows no correlation between the difference in
volume between the healthy and affected arms and the thickness of
the skin layers. From all this, it could be inferred that the more
significant the difference in volume between the healthy and
affected limbs (clinical criterion of lymphoedema), the more
significant the difference in thickness of the dermis and SCT in the
forearm and the more significant the difference in thickness of the
SCT of the affected arm compared to the other side.

From the statistical analysis carried out, we could consider that,
given that the dermis does not correlate with BMI, it could be the
most relevant ultrasound parameter for discriminating the existence
of subclinical lymphedema, specifically at the level of the forearm,
in cases where the thickness of the hypodermis is related to BMI
and not to incipient lymph accumulation, where the ultrasound
morphology is not altered. These results are consistent with Soo-
Yeon et al.16, who found a positive correlation between circometry
and soft tissue ultrasound area at 10 cm below the elbow, with
moderate to excellent intra- and interclass coefficients.

Limitations of the study:
It is a cross-sectional study. The data analyzed are from a single
clinical episode, which should be contrasted with future longitudinal
studies to contrast the ultrasound/volumetric correlation over time.
Hypothetically, including patients who underwent reoperation could
generate a particular bias in the analysis; however, the number of
cases is minimal (3 cases), and, on the other hand, the study
presented does not aim to assess the risk factors of lymphedema but
to compare two methods of characterizing it.
In this regard, the literature details that the determining factor in the
appearance of lymphedema is axillary lymph node dissection; in
this study, 71.1% (64 patients) had undergone such surgery, so the
sample is considered representative of the study of the development
and evaluation of lymphedema.
The fact that the study was carried out early after surgery in the
majority of cases (mean: 6 weeks) could be considered a limitation
in that there is not enough time to develop lymphedema; however,
the chronological variability in the presentation of lymphedema is
well known, and the statistical study presented here points to the
usefulness of ultrasound as a technique to anticipate the clinical
confirmation of lymphedema, an attitude advocated by various
authors who have demonstrated the usefulness of ultrasound for the
diagnosis of lymphedema. In our case, this hypothesis should be
corroborated with follow-up studies of the sample presented.

A possible weakness of the ultrasound technique is the variation in
measured thickness depending on the pressure applied by the
ultrasound probe. In this regard, Soo-Yeon found, with the
application of maximum and minimum pressures on the soft tissues,
that the ratio of the differences in thickness between the affected side

and the healthy side maintained the correlation with the circometry
at 10 cm below the elbow, but not at 10 cm above the elbow.
Another aspect to consider is the definition of the areas to be studied
by ultrasound, which, although there are similarities between the
authors consulted, the procedure is not standardized.14, 16, 19
In this study, two areas of interest have been chosen based on
clinical experience with the highest frequency of lymphedema
localization, excluding the hand, to facilitate the homogenization of
the sample.

CONCLUSIONS

Ultrasonography of UE in women who underwent surgery for breast
cancer shows a significant positive correlation between ultrasound
thickness and clinical volume, i.e.:

• The greater the clinical volume, the greater the ultrasound
thickness both on the affected side and on the healthy limb in
the dermo-epidermal layers of the forearm and the SCT of the
forearm and upper arm.

• The more significant the difference in volume between the
affected limb and the healthy limb, the greater the ultrasound,
dermal and hypodermal thickness in the affected limb
compared to the healthy limb.

• Dermal thickness in the forearm of the affected limb may be
the most useful diagnostic parameter for subclinical
lymphedema.

Ultrasound could be helpful in the early diagnosis of lymphedema.
Studies are needed to confirm the usefulness of implementing
ultrasound in the rehabilitation clinic as an early diagnostic
technique for lymphedema in the upper extremity after surgery for
breast cancer.

CONFLICTOF INTEREST
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Histological type Tumour staging Lymphatic invasion Metastasis

DCIS 4 (4,4) G I 30 (33) N0 31 (34,4) M0 87 (96,7)

IDC 67 (74,4) G II 38 (42,2) N1 38 (42,2) M1 2 (2,2)

DCIS + IDC 5 (5,5) G III 20 (22,2) N2 17 (18,9) NV 1 (1,1)

ILC 12 (15,4) N3 4 (4,4)

ISLC + ILC 1 (1,1) No registered 2

CIRUGÍA

CS + SLNB CS + LNS MASTECTOMY + SLNB MASTECTOMY + LNS

24 (26,6) 39 (43,4) 3 (3,3) 24 (26,7)

RADIOTHERAPY

RT RT + BRACHITERAPY

79 (87,8) 13 (14,4)

HORMONAL THERAPY

TAMOXIFEN
AROMATASE INHIBITORS

HT ALTERNATION
NON STEROIDAL EXEMESTANE

28 (31,1) 33 (36,6) 3 (3,3) 2 (2,2)

CHIMIOTHERAPY

AC ± T AC + T + MA FEC ± MA T + MA COMBINATIONS
(Mtx; Cb; CT)

30 (33,3) 8 (8,9) 3 (3,3) 4 (4,4% 4 (4,4)

Table 1: Descriptive study: tumor characterization and therapeutical procedures (number in brakets: percentage)
DCIS: Ductal carcinoma in situ; IDC: Invasive ductal carcinoma ISLC: In situ lobular carcinoma Carcinoma lobulillar in situ; ILC:
Invasive lobular carcinoma; CS: Conservative surgical; SLNB: Sentinel lymp node biopsy; LNS: Lymph Node Surgery; RT:
Radiotehrapy; HT: Hormonal therapy; AC: anthracyclines; T: taxane; MA: Monoclonal antibodies; FEC: Fluorouracil + epirubicin +
cyclophosphamide; Mtx Methotrexate; Cb: Carboplatin; CT: Clinical trial.
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Table 2: Dermo-epidermal and hypodermal thicknesses in the assessed areas of the forearm and upper arm in both upper limbs.
Mean echographic thicknesses values (cm). In brackets: estándar deviation.
UL: Upper limb

Table 3: Pearson correlation on the affected and healthy side between ultrasound thicknesses and volumetric values.
*Significance 0,05
D-E: Dermoepidermis; HYD: Hypodermis

Table 4: Pearson correlation between body mass index and dermo-epidermal and hypodermal thicknesses for both upper limbs
(in brackets: Pearson significance level)

Forearm Arm
DERMIS HYPODERMIS DERMIS HYPODERMIS

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

0,07
(0,02)

0,09
(0,04)

0,51
(0,31)

0,61
(0,41)

0,13
(0,11)

0,43
(2,83)

1,26
(0,45)

1,39
(0,44)

BMI

Forearm Arm
DERMO-EPIDERMIS HYPODERMIS DERMO-EPIDERMIS HYPODERMIS

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Healthy
UL

Affected
UL

Pearson 0,343
(0,001)

0,401
(0,000)

0,600
(0,000)

0,582
(0,000)

0,242
(0,023)

0,160
(0,136)

0,475
(0,000)

0,582
(0,000)

Pearson

Ultrasound Thickness
AFFECTED LIMB HEALTHY LIMB

Forearm Arm Forearm Arm

D-E HYD D-E HYD D-E HYD D-E HYD

CIRCOMETRY 0,432* 0,551* 0,110 0,611* 0,209* 0,469* 0,085 0,638*

VOLUMEN DIFFERENCE
(healthy/affected limb) 0,531* 0,507* 0,156 0,252* -0,103 0,077* 0,067 -0,104
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INDEXED IN EXCERPTA MEDICA

INTRODUCTION

What is upper limb secondary lymphedema? - This kind of
lymphedema is a chronic condition characterized by the development
of swelling and eventually affected alterations due to accumulation of
lymph in the tissues due to acquired abnormalities of lymphatic
drainage (not congenital). This leads to inefficient lymphatic
transport, fluid accumulation and increased limb volume. The most
frequent etiology is an iatrogenic nature which is secondary to the
treatments received: surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, etc. This
category includes secondary lymphedema due to breast cancer
treatment. With the persistence of the condition and in the absence of
targeted interventions, there is a progressive worsening. The initial
stage is characterized by superficial changes and mild symptoms such
as heaviness, discomfort, swelling. As the swelling progresses, it
becomes more extensive, not reversible and accompanied by the
development of skin changes and lesions, infections, lymphatic loss,
reduced motility and function of the limbs.1, 2

What is the extent of the problem? - The incidence of the problem is
still not entirely clear and it is underestimated due to the many
mistakes made in measurement procedures and the absence of
common and shared systems of definition and diagnosis. 45,000
cases/year in Italy and 50 million worldwide (OMS) are estimated.
All studies agree that incidence increases in patients exposed to
known risk factors.

What women are at risk? - Women treated with demolitive surgical
treatments, radiation treatments, chemotherapy, insane lifestyle
drivers (obesity, lack of hygiene and skin care, sedentary lifestyle)
are at greater risk of developing secondary lymphedema.3-10
Other factors must be subjected to further studies and insights about
their correlation with the risk of developing lymphedema:
temperature, hypertension, ethnicity, age, genetics...

Is secondary lymphedema curable? - Lymphedema is an uncurable
but manageable condition if diagnosed and treated early: intervening
early and allowing an increase in the perceived quality of life bring
the best possible cohabitation by surviving women. The first and
best therapeutic approach is conservative, with "complex or
combined decongestive therapy" that includes: manual lymphatic
drainage, compressive therapy, hygiene and skin care, therapeutic
education for long-term condition management and physical
activity.11When conservative treatment is not effective and in the
advanced stages of lymphedema, reconstructive or ablative surgical
treatment is recommended.

What is the role of nursing in this context? - Recent data in the
literature show that the knowledge and skills of the nursing figure in
this context have proved to be insufficient.12 It is necessary to be
present through a training process aimed at the present knowledge
deficits. The nursing role is in fact the pivotal point of the prevention
or optimal management of a condition developed through the
implementation of educational interventions, follow-up meetings in
the long term and psychosocial support. Therapeutic education aims
to reduce the risk exposure of healthy women (primary prevention),
promote early diagnosis and treatment for women suffering from
pathology (secondary prevention), ensure post-acute stability
(tertiary prevention). The long-term follow-up must be based on
meetings planned for evaluation, educational and decision-making
purposes. Psycho-social support promotes acceptance, adaptation
and coexistence with pathology.

Is it possible to predict early risk of secondary lymphedema in
women treated for breast cancer? - This is the research question
where the observational study conducted comes from. In a context
where the lengthening of the average life expectancy of patients after
a diagnosis of breast cancer, due to the diagnostic-therapeutic
improvements introduced, has led to an increase in the possibility of
developing complications secondary to the treatments received, the
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most feared and common problem is lymphedema of the upper limb,
a condition that is widespread but underestimated and neglected by
health professionals. Hence the need for more attention in estimating
the risk of developing complication, so as to implement preventive
strategies and interventions, in order to reduce the risk as much as
possible and ensure the highest possible level of quality of life for
survivors.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS

The cornerstones of the fight against secondary lymphedema are the
identification of patients at high risk and prevention of the same.
Nowadays, the main precautionary measures suggested to patients
after breast cancer surgery consist in the implementation of standard
strategies not related to the grade of personal risk of development
lymphedema (high, medium, low).

The objective of the study is to propose a Lymphedema Risk-Score
(LRS) to estimate the risk of developing breast cancer related
lymphedema, better orientation of healthcare staffs in clinical practice
and early and personalized preventive action.

The study conducted between May to September 2022 involved a
sample of 84 patients treated at the University Hospital Policlinico
San Martino in Genoa with regular outpatient examinations for the
control or treatment of breast cancer related lymphedema. Data were
collected by proposing questions in interviews to patients who meet
the established inclusion criteria (female, breast cancer of previous
diagnosis, surgical treatment received with association of SLNB or
ALND, consent to participation) opting for frontal or telephone mode
depending on their availability. All participants were first informed
through a brief introduction about objectives and methods of
conducting the study, possibilities for voluntary participation and
confidentiality of personal data. All the women involved expressed
their consent before being included in the study.

The review of the available scientific literature and international
guidelines13-15 identified and selected the main risk factors chosen as
items of the proposed Lymphedema risk-score (LRS) tool (Table 1):

1. Age;
2. Body mass index;
3. Previous operations on the homolateral limb;
4. Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB);
5. Axillary lymph node dissection (ALND);
6. Lymphangitis;
7. Peripheral lymphatic insufficiency;
8. Signs of peripheral lymphatic stasis;
9. Radiation therapy;
10. Chemotherapy

For each of the listed factors a score (0= no exposure; 1-2-3= present
risk factor) will be assigned indicating the patient’s exposure or not.
At the end of the evaluation of all the items listed, the total score

obtained will stratify the risk of the patient to develop secondary
lymphedema in 3 levels: low, moderate or high. The higher the
number of risk factors the patient is exposed to, the higher the total
score achieved and consequently the risk and probability of
developing the complication.

1. Age >65 1
2. BMI >30 3
3. Previous operations:
a. Sentinel node biopsy 1
b. Homolateral limb interventions (orthopaedic, soft tissue, etc.) 1

4. Sentinel lymph node 1
5. Complete lymph node dissection 3
6. Previous lymphangitis 2
7. Positive history of peripheral lymphatic insufficiency 1
8. Signs of peripheral lymphatic stasis (edema) 2
9. Radiotherapy (previous or planned) 3
10. Chemotherapy (previous or planned) 2

Associated risk:
• Low risk 1-2
• Moderate risk 3-4
• High risk = or >5

Table 1: Lymphedema risk-score (LRS)

RESULTS

The collected data have been subjected to statistical analysis in
order to study predictivity, sensitivity, specificity of the proposed
score and reliability of the variables that constitute it.

• Lymphedema Risk-Score prediction for lymphedema
development has been evaluated using the unchanged Cox
regression model.

• The rank-hazard plot was used to identify the score value beyond
which there was an increase in relative risk for lymphedema
development.

• The contribution of each parameter for the calculation of
lymphedema risk score related to the diagnosis of lymphedema
was estimated by calculating the area underlying the ROC curves
(AUC: area under curve) 95% confidence intervals. Statistical
significance was assumed with P value <0.05.

The statistical analysis was carried out using the open-source
environment R (version 4.0.3. The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing. Vienna, Austria. 2020).

1-LRS prediction (unchanged Cox regression model)

The Cox model has been used to measure and determine the
likelihood that the risk of developing lymphedema, calculated
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through the use of the score, will occur in the presence of different
risk factors in the study. Therefore, once the risk score (Score) was
obtained with LRS and subjected to Cox regression model analysis
for the development of lymphedema, the result was a significant
predictive potential of the same.

2-Sensitivity and specificity LRS (rank-hazard plot model)

The rank-hazard plot model made it possible to identify the progress
of the score obtained with LRS (Score) in relation to the actual
progressive increase in the relative risk arising for the development
of lymphedema. From the analysis of the data, it has been
evidenced that in the population in study there has been an increase
of the relative risk for the development of lymphedema in the entire
case study only with values of LRS >9. This cut-off corresponds to
the median of the score for the whole series (average: 8.12 +/- 4.95;
median: 9; range: 1-17). It could therefore be assumed that the
assumption/expectation of a high risk already for values of score 5
reflects a potential overestimation, configuring the score as a tool
tendentially to high sensitivity (ability to identify patients with
lymphedema) and reduced specificity (poor ability to identify
patients not affected). Further single centre/multicentre studies in
which a substantial number of patients are enrolled would be
desirable to deepen/refine the calibration of the score.

Figure 1: Cox’s regression model rank-hazard plot for the LRS
score, in relation to the relative risk of developing lymphedema in
the post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer.

3-Analysis of the contribution of LRS variables in the diagnosis
estimation of lymphedema (area underlying ROC curves)

Considering the different variables that contribute in the calculation
of the Lymphedema Risk-Score and the different scores attributed
to them, the contribution of each in the diagnosis of lymphedema
through ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves has been
estimated. The ROC curve is a graphic representation with a system
of Cartesian axes in which sensitivity is placed on the axis of the
ordinates and specificity on that of the abscissa. For each value of
the score variable taken into account, different sensitivity and

specificity values will correspond depending on the cut-off value
considered by intersecting its axes. It is therefore a graph that relates
the sensitivity and specificity to the variation of the cut-off value, in
which joining the corresponding points to the different cut-off
values considered is constructed the ROC curve. The accuracy of
the variables is represented by the area subtended to the ROC curve
(AUC), resulting in greater proximity of the same to the upper left
corner of the graph representing the cut-off value that maximizes
sensitivity and specificity (AUC=1). Below is represented the
subtended area of each ROC curve related to the association with
the diagnosis of lymphedema. The accuracy of the ROC curve
increases as the value of AUC increases. Values of AUC 0.70 attest
to the progressive reliability of the risk estimation.

Figure 2: ROC curve calculated for the age of the patients enrolled
in the study (AGEsc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the
post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer based on
Lymphedema Risk Score

Figure 3: ROC curve calculated for the body mass index of patients
enrolled in the study (BMIsc) related to the diagnosis of
lymphedema in the post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer
based on Lymphedema Risk Score
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Figure 4: ROC curve calculated for the presence of previous operations
in patients enrolling in the study (PrecOpsc) related to the diagnosis of
lymphedema in the post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer based
on Lymphedema Risk Score

Figure 5: ROC curve calculated for sentinel lymph node removal
(LinfSentSc) in relation to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the post-surgical
treatment period for breast cancer based on Lymphedema Risk Score.

Figure 6: ROC curve calculated for axillary lymph node dissection
(DissLinfSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the post-surgical
treatment period for breast cancer based on Lymphedema Risk Score.

Figure 7: ROC curve calculated for the presence of previous
lymphangitis (LinfangPrecSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema
in the post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer based on the
Lymphedema Risk Score.

Figure 8: ROC curve calculated for the presence of peripheral lymphatic
insufficiency (InsfLinfPSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the post-
surgical treatment period for breast cancer based on the Lymphedema Risk Score.

Figure 9: ROC curve calculated for the presence of signs of peripheral lymphatic
stasis (SegnSLPSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the post-surgical
treatment period for breast cancer based on the Lymphedema Risk Score.
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Figure 10: ROC curve calculated for radiotherapy treatment
(RadioSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the
post-surgical treatment period for Lymphedema-based breast cancer
Risk Score.

Figure 11: ROC curve calculated for chemotherapy treatment
(ChemioSc) related to the diagnosis of lymphedema in the
post-surgical treatment period for breast cancer based on the
Lymphedema Risk Score.

The results obtained, in terms of risk classes, clearly show that
patients who do not show signs of post-treatment breast cancer
complications on regular follow-up visits carried out, according to
the LRS score, do have a low risk. On the contrary, all patients with
a high risk have been diagnosed with lymphedema (stage II-III)
with the need for targeted treatment.

Graph 1: Distribution of the total sample of patients according to
the risk level presented (according to Lymphedema Risk-score).

Graph 2: Distribution of the sample of patients without
lymphedema development depending on the risk level presented
(according to Lymphedema Risk-score).

Graph 3: Distribution of the sample of patients with lymphedema
development depending on the level of risk presented (according to
Lymphedema Risk-score).

DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS

The tool proposed by the study and applied in a local hospital
context has significant predictive potential, a high level of
sensitivity and of low specificity.

As can be seen in the previous curves (Figure 20-27), the variables that
from the study results are particularly accurate and predictive in
estimating the risk of developing lymphedema (AUC 0.70) are related
to the type of treatment received and are represented, consistently with
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the literature, by axillary lymph node dissection (AUC: 0.935),
chemotherapy treatment (AUC: 0.896) and radiotherapy (AUC: 0.853).

The number of lymph nodes removed and therefore the extent of the
surgical damage from the patient has been previously subjected to,
have been statistically significant for the risk of developing
lymphedema confirming as valid risk predictors, as well as lymphatic
damage resulting from radiation and chemotherapy treatments. 89% of
patients treated with axillary lymph node dissection have developed
lymphedema in the limb, as well as 88% of patients treated with
radiotherapy and 93% of patients with chemotherapy.

They follow the other LRS variables that seem to be less predictive in
identifying risk. In order to reduce diagnostic accuracy, according to
the study, we find the following parameters to be considered: previous
operations carried out, signs of peripheral lymphatic stasis, previous
lymphangitis, positive history of peripheral lymphatic insufficiency,
BMI.

There appears to be a not important correlation with patient age and
sentinel node biopsy. Age has been analyzed by several studies but
identified by most of them as a non-prognostic factor in the
development of lymphedema, despite the fact that with increasing age
it seems to increase the risk of exposure to vascular diseases and
comorbidities. The removal of sentinel lymph node alone, however, is
not a variable that contributes to the increased risk of developing
lymphedema, remaining in line with what is stated in the literature,
because determining a more limited impact on the lymphatic system
than axillary lymph node dissection exposes the patient to lower risk of
developing secondary complications.

Depending on the risk score estimated through the LRS, a personalized
treatment path will be set up for the patients:

• women with low risk will undergo regular follow-up visits;
• women with mild to moderate risk will be directed towards early
interventions to modify the risk factors possessed to minimize their
risk and conservative treatment (compressive therapy);

• women with moderate-high risk in addition to other
recommendations will be candidates for surgical treatment.

Through this work we tried to propose a scoring system that would
estimate the probability of developing post-treatment lymphedema by
evaluating the main risk factors emerged from the scientific literature
and guidelines.16-18 The tested instrument has proved to be simple, easy
and quick to apply in clinical care practice.

In the conduct of the study, it emerged that patients with low risk,
based on the proposed score, do not seem to have developed to date
post-treatment complications for breast cancer as opposed to patients
with lymphedema development who, according to the score, revealed a
high risk.

It is important to underline that the application of the score, object of

this study, is at a very preliminary phase and the sample under analysis
is limited for a reliable applicability of the score. This tool can
therefore currently represent a potential additional aid to the
management of clinical risk for the specific type of patients enrolled in
the study, pending more in-depth analysis and validation of the study
on larger cases, hopefully also using multicentric studies. Risk
stratification could help future studies, using the most significant
results risk factors, to predict the occurrence of lymphedema, reduce
risk, guide decisions about the best therapeutic strategies. Early risk
recognition is important for the prevention and reduction of
discomfort, resulting from neglect of the problem19. The nursing
figure has an extremely important role in this context and it is
necessary to possess adequate educational-relational technical skills for
the overall and continuous management of the patients considered.
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